
ABSTRACT

CAO, WEIHUA. Improving Efficiency and Robustness of Doubly Robust Estimators in the Presence
of Coarsened Data. (Under the direction of Dr. Marie Davidian and Dr. Anastasios A. Tsiatis).

Considerable recent interest has focused on doubly robust estimators for a population

mean response in the presence of incomplete data, which involve models for both the propensity

score and the regression of outcome on covariates. The “usual” doubly robust estimator may yield

severely biased inferences if neither of these models is correctly specified and can exhibit nonnegli-

gible bias if the estimated propensity score is close to zero for some observations. In part one of this

dissertation, we propose alternative doubly robust estimators that achieve comparable or improved

performance relative to existing methods, even with some estimated propensity scores close to zero.

The second part of this dissertation focuses on drawing inference on parameters in general

models in the presence of monotonely coarsened data, which can be viewed as a generalization of

longitudinal data with a monotone missingness pattern, as is the case when subjects drop out of a

study. Estimators for parameters of interest include both inverse probability weighted estimators and

doubly robust estimators. As a generalization of methods in part one, we propose alternative doubly

robust estimators that achieve comparable or improved performance relative to existing methods.

We apply the proposed method to data from an AIDS clinical trial.
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Chapter 1

Improving efficiency and robustness of

the doubly robust estimator for a

population mean with incomplete data

1.1 Introduction

The challenge of estimating a population mean response on the basis of incomplete data

arises in many settings. Nonresponse in sample surveys or dropout and noncompliance in clinical

trials may lead to missing outcomes for some subjects; likewise, making causal inference on a treat-

ment mean may be viewed as a missing data problem, where potential outcomes under treatment

are “missing” for subjects actually observed to receive control (Kang and Schafer, 2007). In these

situations, unless the missingness mechanism is “completely at random” (Rubin, 1976), it is well

known that the naive sample mean based on the “complete cases” is a biased estimator.

If missing data can reasonably be assumed missing at random, or, equivalently, if the no

unmeasured confounders assumption (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983; Robins, Hernán, and Brum-

back, 2000) is tenable when making causal inference from observational data, popular approaches

include estimation based on a posited outcome regression model for the relationship between re-

sponse and covariates and methods that use fitted models for the propensity score, the probability of

the response being observed given covariates (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983), such as stratification or

matching (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1984; Rubin and Thomas, 1996; Lunceford and Davidian, 2004)

and “inverse probability weighting” of responses (Robins, Rotnitzky, and Zhao, 1994; Rosenbaum,
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1987; Lunceford and Davidian, 2004). These methods require correct specification of the model

for outcome regression or propensity score, respectively. Robins et al. (1994) identified a class

of “augmented inverse probability weighted” estimators that involve modeling both the outcome

regression and propensity score, with the efficient member of the class obtained when both models

are correct. Scharfstein, Rotnitzky, and Robins (1999) noted that estimators in this class are “doubly

robust” in that they are consistent for the true population mean even if one of the outcome regres-

sion or propensity score models (but not both) is misspecified. Given the protection afforded by this

property, these estimators have been advocated for routine use (Bang and Robins, 2005). However,

Kang and Schafer (2007) demonstrated via simulation that the usual doubly robust estimator can be

severely biased when both models are misspecified, even if they are “nearly” correct, and that bias is

especially problematic when some estimated propensity scores are close to zero, yielding very large

“weights.” Estimation based on an outcome regression model only performed much better under

misspecification in the Kang-Schafer simulation scenario, leading the authors to warn against use

of doubly robust estimators in practice. Tan (2006) discussed alternative approaches to constructing

doubly robust estimators that may alleviate some of these difficulties. In this chapter, we propose

doubly robust estimators that may yield improved performance relative to existing competitors.

1.2 Existing doubly robust estimators

As in Kang and Schafer (2007), we consider the standard missing data set-up; the spirit

of the developments is equally relevant to the causal inference context. Consider n subjects drawn

at random from a population of interest, where the ideal, “full” data are (Yi, Xi), i = 1, . . . , n,

independent and identically distributed across i; Yi is the response or outcome; and Xi is a vector

of covariates. As in Section 1.1, Yi is not available for all subjects; thus, the data actually observed

are independent and identically distributed (RiYi, Ri, Xi), i = 1, . . . , n, where Ri = 1 or 0 as Yi is

observed or missing. The goal is to estimate the population mean, µ = E(Y ), on the basis of these

observed data. Throughout, assume responses are missing at random (Rubin, 1978) in that Yi and

Ri are conditionally independent given Xi.

The propensity score is P (R = 1 | X); denote the true propensity score as π0(X).

Ordinarily, π0(X) is unknown, and it is customary to posit a (parametric) model; for example, a

logistic regression model π(X, γ) = {1 + exp(X̃T γ)}−1, X̃ = (1, XT )T . Letting γ̂ denote the

maximum likelihood estimator for γ based on (Ri, Xi), i = 1, . . . , n, it is straightforward to show
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(Lunceford and Davidian, 2004) that the “inverse probability weighted” estimators

µ̂IPW1 = n−1
n∑

i=1

RiYi

π(Xi, γ̂)
and µ̂IPW2 =

{
n∑

i=1

Ri

π(Xi, γ̂)

}−1 n∑

i=1

RiYi

π(Xi, γ̂)
(1.1)

are consistent for µ if π(X, γ) is correctly specified; that is, π0(X) = π(X, γ0) for some γ0. This

is because

E

{
RY

π0(X)

}
= E

[
E

{
RY

π0(X)
| (Y, X)

}]
= E

[
E {R|(Y, X)} Y

π0(X)

]

= E

{
E (R|X)

Y

π0(X)

}
= E(Y ),

where the third equality follows the missing at random assumption. Note that π(X, γ̂) should be

greater than zero almost surely.

Alternatively, because under missing at random E{E(Y | R = 1, X)} = E{E(Y |
X)} = E(Y ), letting h0(X) denote the true outcome regression E(Y | X), it is natural to adopt

a model h(X, ξ) for h0(X), estimate ξ by some ξ̂ using the “complete cases” {i : Ri = 1}, and

estimate µ by
µ̂OR = n−1

n∑

i=1

h(Xi, ξ̂), (1.2)

which is consistent for µ if h(X, ξ) is correctly specified; that is, h0(X) = h(X, ξ0) for some ξ0,

and if ξ̂ is consistent for ξ0. Because ξ̂ is based only on the complete cases, if the distributions of X

conditional on R = 1 and R = 0 differ, (1.2) involves extrapolation.

From Robins et al. (1994) and Tsiatis and Davidian (2007), all estimators for µ that are

consistent and asymptotically normal when the propensity score model is correct are asymptotically

equivalent to an estimator of the form

n−1
n∑

i=1

{
RiYi

π(Xi, γ̂)
+

Ri − π(Xi, γ̂)
π(Xi, γ̂)

L(Xi)
}

(1.3)

for arbitrary L(X). Estimators in class (1.3) are referred to as “augmented inverse probability

weighted” because they have the form of µ̂IPW1 in (1.1) plus an “augmentation” term depending

on L(X); µ̂IPW1 is obtained when L(X) ≡ 0. From Robins et al. (1994), the estimator with the

smallest asymptotic variance among those in class (1.3) (so with π(X, γ) correct) is

µ̂DR = n−1
n∑

i=1

{
RiYi

π(Xi, γ̂)
− Ri − π(Xi, γ̂)

π(Xi, γ̂)
h(Xi, ξ̂)

}
, (1.4)
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taking L(Xi) = −h(Xi, ξ̂), where h(X, ξ) is correctly specified, and ξ̂ is consistent for ξ0. Scharf-

stein et al. (1999) noted that µ̂DR remains consistent if only one of the outcome regression model

h(X, ξ) or the propensity score model π(X, γ) is correctly specified, but is inconsistent if both are

misspecified; this property is referred to as “double robustness.” If h(X, ξ) is correct, then µ̂OR is at

least as efficient as µ̂DR (Tan, 2007) but is inconsistent otherwise, while double robustness of (1.4)

affords protection against such misspecification.

The estimator (1.4), with γ estimated by maximum likelihood and ξ estimated by ordinary

or iteratively reweighted least squares is generally regarded as the “usual” doubly robust estimator.

Kang and Schafer (2007) and Tan (2006) identified alternative doubly robust estimators, all involv-

ing models for the propensity score and outcome regression and some appearing to have forms

outside the “augmented” class (1.3). The former authors attributed poor performance of (1.4) when

the propensity or both models are misspecified in part to “inverse weighting” by the propensity

score. Tsiatis and Davidian (2007) noted that such alternative estimators can be rewritten in the

form (1.3) and used semiparametric theory to argue that poor performance when one or the other

model is incorrect may be partly a consequence of the method used to estimate ξ. In Section 1.3, we

identify doubly robust estimators from this perspective. When both models are correct and γ is esti-

mated by maximum likelihood, all doubly robust estimators are consistent with the same asymptotic

variance; moreover, the asymptotic properties do not depend the method used to estimate ξ (Tan,

2007; Tsiatis and Davidian, 2007).

1.3 Alternative doubly robust estimators

In this section, we focus on estimation of ξ in a posited outcome regression model h(X, ξ),

possibly nonlinear in ξ, to identify doubly robust estimators with desirable properties. To fix ideas,

we consider first a fully specified propensity score model π(X), say, involving no unknown param-

eters; we relax this shortly. Suppose, for some estimator ξ̂ for ξ, we estimate µ by

n−1
n∑

i=1

{
RiYi

π(Xi)
− Ri − π(Xi)

π(Xi)
h(Xi, ξ̂)

}
. (1.5)

We now examine how to estimate ξ to achieve the estimator for µ of form (1.5) that is (i) doubly

robust and, (ii) if the propensity score is correctly specified, has smallest asymptotic variance among

all estimators for µ of form (1.5) using h(X, ξ), even if h(X, ξ) is incorrect.

Suppose first that the propensity score is correct, π(X) = π0(X), but h(X, ξ) may or
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may not be correctly specified. It is straightforward to show that using any estimator ξ̂ in (1.5) leads

to a consistent estimator for µ whose asymptotic variance is the same as that of

n−1
n∑

i=1

{
RiYi

π0(Xi)
− Ri − π0(Xi)

π0(Xi)
h(Xi, ξ

∗)
}

, (1.6)

where ξ∗ is the limit in probability of ξ̂. Using var(·) = E {var(· | X, Y )}+var {E(· | X,Y )}, this

variance is proportional to

var
{

RY

π0(X)
− R− π0(X)

π0(X)
h(X, ξ∗)

}
= E

[
1− π0(X)

π0(X)
{Y − h(X, ξ∗)}2

]
+ var(Y ). (1.7)

A natural objective is to identify the value of ξ∗ (and corresponding estimators ξ̂ converging in

probability to it) such that (1.7) is minimized whether or not h(X, ξ) is correct. Letting hξ(X, ξ) =

∂/∂ξ{h(X, ξ)}, note that (1.7) is minimized by choosing ξ∗ as the solution to

E[{1− π0(X)}π−1
0 (X){Y − h(X, ξ∗)}hξ(X, ξ∗)] = 0,

or equivalently

E

[
1− π0(X)

π0(X)
{h0(X)− h(X, ξ∗)}hξ(X, ξ∗)

]
= 0; (1.8)

denote this value by ξ∗opt. Note that ξ∗opt = ξ0 when h(X, ξ) is correctly specified.

Consider first the ordinary least squares estimator for ξ, ξ̂1, say, solving

n−1
n∑

i=1

Ri {Yi − h(Xi, ξ)}hξ(Xi, ξ) = 0, (1.9)

based on the complete cases. If the propensity score is correct, π(X) = π0(X), but h(X, ξ) 6=
h0(X) for any ξ, then the left hand side of (1.9) converges in probability to

E [π0(X) {h0(X)− h(X, ξ)}hξ(X, ξ)] . (1.10)

Then ξ̂1 converges in probability to the value ξ1 such that (1.10) equals zero; however, comparing

(1.10) to (1.8) shows ξ1 6= ξ∗opt. If the propensity score is incorrect, but the outcome regression

model is correct, so that h(X, ξ0) = h0(X) for some ξ0, then the left hand side of (1.9) again

converges to (1.10), and ξ1 = ξ0, so that ξ̂1 converges in probability to ξ0. Thus, the estimator

(1.5) for µ using ξ̂1 is doubly robust but does not achieve the minimum variance when the outcome

regression model is misspecified. Estimation of ξ by solving (1.9) would most likely be undertaken

with continuous Y ; a similar result holds if ξ is estimated via iteratively reweighted least squares,

as in the case of a generalized linear model h(X, ξ).
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Suppose we consider instead estimating ξ by minimizing the empirical variance of (1.5),

n−2
∑n

i=1

[
RiYiπ

−1(Xi)− {Ri − π(Xi)}π−1(Xi)h(Xi, ξ)
]2 in ξ, leading to ξ̂2 solving

n−1
n∑

i=1

Ri − π(Xi)
π(Xi)

{
RiYi

π(Xi)
− Ri − π(Xi)

π(Xi)
h(Xi, ξ)

}
hξ(Xi, ξ) = 0. (1.11)

If the propensity score is correct but h(X, ξ) 6= h0(X) for any ξ, then the left hand side of (1.11)

converges in probability to an expression of the form (1.8); thus, it follows that ξ̂2 converges in

probability to ξ∗opt. When the propensity score is incorrect but the outcome regression model is

correct, algebra shows that the left hand side of (1.11) converges to

E

([
π0(X){1− π(X)}

π2(X)
h0(X)−

{
π0(X)− 2π0(X)π(X) + π2(X)

π2(X)
h(X, ξ)

}]
hξ(X, ξ)

)
.

The value of ξ setting this equal to zero, to which ξ̂2 converges in probability, is clearly not ξ0. Thus,

the estimator (1.5) using ξ̂2 achieves minimum variance but is not doubly robust.

These calculations show that using familiar or seemingly intuitive techniques to estimate

ξ for use in (1.5) leads to estimators for µ that meet one of conditions (i) or (ii) but not both. To

satisfy (i) and (ii) simultaneously, we consider ξ̂3 to be the solution to

n−1
n∑

i=1

Ri

π(Xi)
1− π(Xi)

π(Xi)
{Yi − h(Xi, ξ)}hξ(Xi, ξ) = 0, (1.12)

which may be viewed as “weighted least squares” based on complete cases with “weights” {1 −
π(Xi)}/π2(Xi). When the propensity score is correct but the outcome regression is not, like

that of (1.11), the left hand side of (1.12) converges in probability to an expression of the form

(1.8), and hence ξ̂3 converges in probability to ξ∗opt. When the outcome regression is correctly

specified and the propensity score is not, the left hand side of (1.12) converges to E[π0(X){1 −
π(X)}π−2(X) {h0(X)− h(X, ξ)}hξ(X, ξ)], which equals zero when ξ = ξ0, so that ξ̂3 con-

verges in probability to ξ0. Thus, the estimator (1.5) for µ with ξ̂ = ξ̂3 is doubly robust and achieves

minimum asymptotic variance even if h(X, ξ) is misspecified.

In practice, a parametric propensity score model π(X, γ) would be posited. Here, we

cannot use the above results directly to find an estimator for µ of the form of µ̂DR in (1.4), where

γ̂ is the maximum likelihood estimator for binary regression, that satisfies conditions (i) and (ii).

There is an effect of estimating γ that must be taken into account, so that finding ξ̂ converging to the

minimizer of (1.7), which assumes π(X) is fully specified, does not necessarily lead to minimum
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asymptotic variance under a model π(X, γ) with γ estimated. However, we may exploit the insights

gained from the foregoing results, as we now demonstrate.

Let Sγ(R, X, γ) = {R − π(X, γ)}[π(X, γ) {1− π(X, γ)}]−1πγ(X, γ), be the score for

γ, where πγ(X, γ) = ∂/∂γ{π(X, γ)}. From the point of view of semiparametric theory, the class

of influence functions (Tsiatis, 2006, Chapter 3) corresponding to estimators for µ of form (1.5),

with fully and correctly specified π(X) but possibly incorrect h(X, ξ) and using ξ̂ converging in

probability to some ξ∗, have form RY/π0(X)− [{R−π0(X)}/π0(X)]h(X, ξ∗)−µ, whereas those

corresponding to estimators of form (1.4) when π(X, γ) is correctly specified, so that π(X, γ0) =

π0(X) for some γ0, have form

RY

π0(X)
− R− π0(X)

π0(X)
h(X, ξ∗)− ΓT

0 (ξ∗)Σ−1
γγ,0Sγ(γ,R, X, γ0)− µ (1.13)

=
RY

π0(X)
− R− π0(X)

π0(X)

{
h(X, ξ∗) + ΓT

0 (ξ∗)Σ−1
γγ,0

πγ,0(X)
1− π0(X)

}
− µ, (1.14)

where πγ,0(X) = πγ(X, γ0); Γ0(ξ∗) = E [πγ,0(X){h0(X)− h(X, ξ∗)}/π0(X)]; and Σγγ,0 =

E
(
πγ,0(X)πT

γ,0(X)/[π0(X){1 − π0(X)}]
)

, assumed nonsingular. The influence functions (1.13)

thus involve an additional term due to estimation of γ, the projection onto the propensity score

tangent space, the linear space spanned by the score (Tsiatis, 2006, Theorem 9.1). Because the in-

fluence function of an estimator dictates its asymptotic variance, we would like to find ξ̂ to substitute

in (1.4) converging to ξ∗∗opt, say, that minimizes the variance of (1.13). We do this by considering a

class of influence functions containing class (1.13), with elements

RY

π0(X)
− R− π0(X)

π0(X)
h(X, ξ∗)− c∗T Sγ(γ, R, X, γ0)− µ

=
RY

π0(X)
− R− π0(X)

π0(X)

{
h(X, ξ∗) + c∗T πγ,0(X)

1− π0(X)

}
− µ (1.15)

for arbitrary (ξ∗, c∗). Identifying the expression in braces in (1.15) as a function of (ξ∗, c∗) with

h(X, ξ∗) in (1.7) and (1.8), by analogy to (1.7) and (1.8), (ξ∗∗opt, c
∗∗
opt) solving

E


1− π0(X)

π0(X)

{
h0(X)− h(X, ξ∗)− c∗T πγ,0(X)

1− π0(X)

}



hξ(X, ξ∗)
πγ,0(X)

1− π0(X)





 = 0

minimize the variance of (1.15). This yields c∗∗opt = ΓT
0 (ξ∗∗opt)Σ

−1
γγ,0, so that (1.15) with (ξ∗∗opt, c

∗∗
opt)

substituted has the same form as (1.14), and hence ξ∗∗opt minimizes the variance of (1.13). Thus,

an estimator for µ of form (1.4) with the smallest asymptotic variance when π(X, γ) is correctly
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specified but h(X, ξ) may not be is achieved by using ξ̂ converging in probability to ξ∗∗opt. By

analogy to (1.12), we propose estimating ξ by solving jointly in (ξ, c)

n∑

i=1


 Ri

π(Xi, γ̂)
1− π(Xi, γ̂)

π(Xi, γ̂)




hξ(X, ξ)
πγ(Xi, γ̂)

1− π(Xi, γ̂)




{
Yi − h(Xi, ξ)− cT πγ(Xi, γ̂)

1− π(Xi, γ̂)

}

 = 0.

(1.16)

By an argument entirely similar to that following (1.12), when the propensity model is correct but

h(X, ξ) may or may not be, ξ̂4, say, solving (1.16) converges in probability to ξ∗∗opt. When h(X, ξ)

is correct but π(X, γ) is not, assuming that γ̂ converges in probability to some γ∗, the quantity to

which the left hand side of (1.16) converges in probability equals zero when (ξ, c) = (ξ0, 0). Thus,

taking ξ̂ = ξ̂4 in (1.4) yields an estimator for µ that is (i) doubly robust and (ii) achieves minimum

asymptotic variance when the propensity model is correct. In the sequel, we denote this estimator

by µ̂PROJ and denote the “usual” doubly robust estimator taking ξ̂ = ξ̂1, the ordinary least squares

estimator for ξ solving (1.9), by µ̂USUAL.

Tan (2006) proposed a doubly robust estimator for µ that is closely related to µ̂PROJ . In

the present context, Tan”s estimator is equivalent to modeling E(Y | X) by h(X, ξ) and estimat-

ing ξ by ordinary or iteratively reweighted least squares (ξ̂1); replacing h(X, ξ) in (1.4) and (1.16)

by h̃(X, ξ̃) = α0 + α1h(X, ξ), ξ̃ = (α0, α1, ξ
T )T ; holding ξ fixed at ξ̂1 and solving (1.16) in

(α0, α1, c), where hξ(X, ξ) is replaced by {1, h(X, ξ̂1)}T ; and substituting the resulting estimates

for (α0, α1) and ξ̂1 for ξ̃ in (1.4). Denote this estimator by µ̂TAN . If, in constructing µ̂PROJ , we

similarly replace h(X, ξ) by h̃(X, ξ̃) in (1.4) and (1.16), but estimate all elements of ξ̃ simultane-

ously by solving (1.16) with hξ(X, ξ) replaced by ∂/∂ξ̃{h̃(X, ξ̃)}, then, by the same reasoning as

above, the resulting estimator for µ will have asymptotic variance at least as small as that of µ̂TAN

when the propensity score is correct, as this estimator for ξ will converge in probability to the opti-

mal value minimizing this variance, while ξ̂1 used by Tan will not. If h(X, ξ) is correctly specified

but π(X, γ) is not, because the estimator for ξ̃ obtained by either method converges in probability

to (0, 1, ξT
0 )T , both µ̂TAN and this version of µ̂PROJ are doubly robust; this would also hold if the

true form of E(Y | X) were α0 + α1h(X, ξ) for (α0, α1) 6= (0, 1). Thus, although this version of

µ̂PROJ and µ̂TAN are both doubly robust, the former is at least as efficient as the latter.

All of the estimators µ̂USUAL, µ̂PROJ , and µ̂TAN involve solving jointly a set of M-

estimating equations (Stefanski and Boos, 2002); for example, µ̂USUAL is found by solving the

usual score equation for γ, the ordinary least squares equation (1.9), and the estimating equation
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implied by (1.4). Thus, the asymptotic variance of the estimator for µ can be approximated by the

usual empirical sandwich technique; see Stefanski and Boos (2002). The resulting estimator for

variance will be consistent for the true sampling variance even if one or both of the propensity or

outcome regression models is incorrectly specified.

1.4 Enhanced propensity score model

Doubly robust estimators such as µ̂PROJ that also achieve minimum variance when the

propensity model is correct but the outcome regression model may not be should lead to im-

proved performance over µ̂USUAL under these conditions. However, the problem of “large weights”

1/π(Xi, γ̂) can also affect performance; as illustrated by Kang and Schafer (2007), if both mod-

els are even mildly misspecified, then µ̂USUAL may be severely biased due to a few very large

“weights.” If the propensity model in particular is slightly misspecified, π(Xi, γ̂) can be erroneously

close to zero for some i. We consider an approach to address this issue.

If the propensity score model is correct, we expect that
∑n

i=1 Ri/π(Xi, γ̂) ≈ n. When the

estimated propensities for some observations are close to zero, this quantity can be very different

from n. We thus consider propensity models and estimators that impose the restriction that this

quantity be equal to n; if the chosen model is misspecified, this restriction will drive estimated

propensities away from zero. We thus propose an “enhanced” propensity score model, given by

P (R = 1 | X) = π(X, δ, γ) = 1− exp(δ + X̃T γ)
1 + exp(X̃T γ)

, (1.17)

where δ is a scalar parameter. If δ = 0, (1.17) reduces to a usual logistic regression model; oth-

erwise, δ is an “enhancement” imposing the constraint
∑n

i=1 Ri/π(Xi, δ̂, γ̂) = n. This follows

because the score for δ is n −∑n
i=1 Ri/π(Xi, δ, γ), so that if maximum likelihood is used to esti-

mate (δ, γT )T , the constraint is satisfied automatically. Because π(X, δ, γ) can take values outside

(0, 1), we impose 0 < π(X, δ, γ) < 1 and implement maximum likelihood subject to this restric-

tion, which can be carried out with standard optimization packages.

From a semiparametric theory perspective, it may be shown that use of the “enhanced”

model should lead to an increase in efficiency in estimation of µ by any of the methods in Section

1.3 relative to using the logistic regression model with γ alone as long as (1.17) contains π0(X).

This follows because the influence functions for these estimators when (1.17) is used involve an

additional term relative to those for the same estimators using the model with δ = 0. Those with
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the additional term have smaller variance; see Tsiatis (2006, Chapter 9).

1.5 Simulation studies

We carried out several simulation studies to assess performance of the proposed methods

under two scenarios. For both scenarios, for each of n = 200 and 1000, we considered the four

possible combinations of correct and misspecified outcome regression and propensity score models.

For each scenario/setting combination, 1000 Monte Carlo data sets were generated, and the esti-

mators µ̂OR, µ̂USUAL, µ̂TAN , and µ̂PROJ were calculated for each, where µ̂PROJ was constructed

using m̃(X, ξ̃) as described in Section 1.3. We also constructed the estimators µ̂en
USUAL and µ̂en

PROJ ,

which are the indicated estimators with the “enhanced” propensity model (1.17) replacing the usual

logistic propensity model described below and fitted by constrained maximum likelihood. For each

estimator, sandwich standard errors and nominal 95% Wald confidence intervals for µ were calcu-

lated. To calculate µ̂en
USUAL and µ̂en

PROJ , we used the SAS IML optimizer nlpqn (SAS Institute,

2006) to fit the enhanced propensity model.

We duplicated the scenarios in Kang and Schafer (2007) and Tan (2007), which were

designed so that, when misspecified, the assumed outcome regression and propensity score mod-

els were nonetheless “nearly correct;” our choice of these scenarios allows consideration of the

proposed methods in a familiar context that was designed to highlight difference among estimators.

Kang and Schafer found that, under their scenario, µ̂USUAL exhibited severe bias when both models

were misspecified but “nearly correct,” while µ̂OR was not as severely affected, leading the authors

to contend that “two wrong models are not necessarily better than one.” Tan modified Kang and

Schafer’s scenario slightly and showed that versions of µ̂TAN offered improvement over µ̂USUAL.

For the Kang and Schafer scenario, for each i = 1, . . . , n, Zi = (Zi1, Zi2, Zi3, Zi4)T was generated

as standard multivariate normal, and the elements of Xi = (Xi1, Xi2, Xi3, Xi4)T were defined as

Xi1 = exp(Zi1/2),

Xi2 = Zi2/{1 + exp(Zi1)}+ 10,

Xi3 = (Zi1Zi3/25 + 0.6)3,

Xi4 = (Zi2 + Zi4 + 20)2,

so that Zi may be expressed in terms of Xi. For each i,

Yi = 210 + 27.4Zi1 + 13.7Zi2 + 13.7Zi3 + 13.7Zi4 + εi
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for εi standard normal; and Ri was generated as Bernoulli with true propensity

π0(Xi) = expit(−Zi1 + 0.5Zi2 − 0.25Zi3 − 0.1Zi4),

where expit(u) = eu/(1+eu). Correctly specified outcome regression and propensity models were

thus achieved when an additive linear regression of Yi on Zi and a logistic regression with linear

predictor additive in the Zi for Ri, respectively, were fitted; “nearly” correctly specified models

involved fitting these models with Xi replacing Zi; see Kang and Schafer (2007). The Tan scenario

was identical to that of Kang and Schafer except that Xi4 = (Zi3 + Zi4 + 20)2. The true value of

the mean is µ = 210.

Results for the Kang and Schafer and Tan scenarios are in Tables 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4,

respectively. When both models are correct, all estimators perform similarly, and all of the doubly

robust estimators show negligible Monte Carlo bias when at least one of the models is correctly

specified, as expected. Moreover, µ̂PROJ and µ̂en
PROJ for the most part exhibit efficiencies no

worse or better than those of µ̂OR and the other doubly robust estimators on the basis of root mean

square error and median absolute error, and in particular dominate the others when the outcome

regression model is misspecified but the propensity model is correct, consistent with the basis of

their construction. When both models are incorrectly specified, µ̂USUAL shows nonnegligible bias,

as observed by Kang and Schafer (2007) and Tan (2007); however, use of the “enhanced” propensity

model in µ̂en
USUAL eliminates this behavior. The proposed estimators µ̂PROJ and µ̂en

PROJ exhibit the

best performance in terms of bias and efficiency when both models are mispecified; in Section 1.7.4,

we sketch a heuristic argument suggesting that this behavior is not unexpected. Overall, µ̂en
PROJ

shows the best performance across the range of settings in both scenarios.

Confidence intervals based on sandwich standard errors based on the doubly robust esti-

mators for the most part attain nominal coverage except when both models are misspecified in the

Kang and Schafer scenario; those for µ̂PROJ and µ̂en
PROJ perform consistently well except in this

case. Not unexpectedly, when the outcome regression model is misspecified, confidence intervals

based on µ̂OR can suffer from undercoverage.

1.6 Discussion

Our work complements that of Tan (2006, 2007) and Robins et al. (2007), who also

demonstrated that it is possible to identify doubly robust estimators that do not suffer the draw-
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backs demonstrated by Kang and Schafer (2007) under model misspecification. We have focused

our development on estimation of a single treatment mean in order to demonstrate the approach to

developing optimal, doubly robust estimators in Section 1.3 in an accessible context; however, the

results are relevant to more complex estimands. In the case where a difference of treatment means

is of interest, if one restricts attention to outcome regression models linear in a vector of known

functions g(X) for both treatments, then taking the difference of the optimal, doubly robust estima-

tors proposed here will lead to an optimal, doubly robust estimator for the mean difference; see Tan

(2006). However, this need not hold in general, e.g., if the posited outcome regression models are

nonlinear in their parameters. In this case, it is possible to adapt the approach here to derive directly

an optimal, doubly robust estimator for the difference; a sketch of the argument is available Section

1.7.1. The proposed methods may also be adapted to the case of estimation of the parameter in a

regression model, where an estimator based on the full data may be derived as the solution to an

M-estimating equation; we present such methods in the more general case of monotonely coarsened

data in Chapter 2.

Like the stabilized weights discussed by Robins et al. (2000), the enhanced propensity

score model proposed in Section 1.4 is an effort to avoid weighting that is too disparate across in-

dividuals, leading to instability of the estimator for the mean. In the simple context of estimating

a single mean, taking a stabilized weights approach is not possible; accordingly, the proposed en-

hanced model provides an effective alternative. Other methods, such as truncating or smoothing

estimated propensities, may also yield improved performance. More details regarding this can be

found in Section 1.7.2.

It is worth noting that, when the outcome regression model is correct but the propensity

model is not, attempting to improve efficiency would be fruitless. Here, the optimal estimator is

µ̂OR, and the propensity score plays no role; see Tsiatis and Davidian (2007).

Detailed formulae for the asymptotic variance of the estimators in this chapter are avail-

able in Section 1.7.3.



1.7 Details

1.7.1 Optimal, doubly robust estimator for a treatment mean difference

It is not necessarily the case that the difference between two optimal estimators for two

different treatment means is an optimal estimator for the true difference. Consider the situation

where we have observed data (Ri, Yi, Xi), i = 1, . . . , n, where now Ri is a treatment indicator

taking values 0 or 1, and Yi and Xi are response and covariates, respectively. Note that these ob-

served data are different from those in this chapter, (RiYi, Yi, Xi). In this setting, we may consider

separate estimators for the means for treatments 1 and 0, respectively, as

n−1
n∑

i=1

[
RiYi

π(Xi)
− {Ri − π(Xi)}l1(Xi)

]
, (1.18)

where l1(X) ∈M1, and

n−1
n∑

i=1

[
(1−Ri)Yi

1− π(Xi)
+ {Ri − π(Xi)}l0(Xi)

]
, (1.19)

where l0(X) ∈M0. Here,M0 andM1 are spaces of functions depending on X . Alternatively, we

may consider an estimator for the difference of means directly, i.e.,

n−1
n∑

i=1

[
RiYi

π(Xi)
− (1−Ri)Yi

1− π(Xi)
− {Ri − π(Xi)}l(Xi)

]
(1.20)

for l(X) ∈M. Consider taking the difference of (1.18) and (1.19) as an estimator of the true mean

difference. If M1 and M0 are linear spaces in known vector-valued functions of X , g1(X) and

g0(X), say; that is, l1(X) = g1(X)T ξ1 and l0(X) = g0(X)T ξ0, then finding optimal estimators

for the means involves minimizing the expectation of the summand squared in each of (1.18) and

(1.19). Consider (1.18); this minimization corresponds to finding the projection of RY/π(X) onto

the linear space whose elements are of the form {R − π(X)}l1(X), where l1(X) ∈ M1, and

similarly for (1.19). Similarly, if we consider estimating the mean difference using (1.21), finding

the optimal such estimator by minimizing the expectation of the summand squared, and M is a

linear space, this is equivalent to projecting RY/π(X)−(1−R)Y/{1−π(X)} onto the linear space

whose elements are of the form {R − π(X)}l(X), where l(X) ∈ M. Here, because projection

is a linear operation, the projection of this difference is the difference of the projections of each

term separately. Thus, if if the spaces M1 and M0 are the same space and the same as M, then

the difference of the optimal (1.18) and (1.19) will indeed be the same as (1.21). This point is
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Table 1.1: Simulation results based on 1000 Monte Carlo replications for the Kang and Schafer
scenario. Sample size is 200. Bias is Monte Carlo bias, RMSE is root mean square error, MAE is
median of absolute errors, MCSD is Monte Carlo standard deviation, AveSE is average of sandwich
standard errors, Cov is Monte Carlo coverage of 95% Wald confidence intervals, OR is outcome
regression, and PS is propensity score. Smallest, median, second largest, and largest standard errors
for entries in Table 1.1, 1.2 : BIAS,(0.04, 0.08, 0.39, 5.58); AVESE, (0.0008, 0.004, 0.58, 6.64);
COV, (0.006, 0.007, 0.015, 0.015).

Bias RMSE MAE MCSD AveSE Cov
n = 200

OR correct, PS correct
µ̂OR −0.06 2.51 1.66 2.51 2.56 0.96
µ̂USUAL −0.06 2.51 1.66 2.51 2.56 0.95
µ̂PROJ −0.07 2.51 1.69 2.51 2.56 0.95
µ̂TAN −0.05 2.51 1.68 2.51 2.58 0.95
µ̂en

USUAL −0.06 2.51 1.66 2.51 2.56 0.96
µ̂en

PROJ −0.06 2.51 1.68 2.51 2.58 0.95

OR correct, PS incorrect
µ̂OR −0.06 2.51 1.66 2.51 2.56 0.96
µ̂USUAL −0.05 2.53 1.70 2.53 2.57 0.95
µ̂PROJ −0.06 2.50 1.68 2.50 2.56 0.96
µ̂TAN −0.05 2.51 1.67 2.51 2.51 0.96
µ̂en

USUAL −0.06 2.51 1.67 2.51 2.62 0.96
µ̂en

PROJ −0.06 2.51 1.70 2.51 2.63 0.96

OR incorrect, PS correct
µ̂OR −0.55 3.29 2.14 3.24 3.24 0.93
µ̂USUAL 0.36 3.53 2.33 3.51 3.22 0.94
µ̂PROJ −0.06 2.57 1.72 2.57 2.60 0.95
µ̂TAN 0.16 2.88 1.96 2.88 2.81 0.95
µ̂en

USUAL 0.54 3.26 2.27 3.22 3.37 0.94
µ̂en

PROJ −0.04 2.57 1.70 2.57 2.85 0.96

OR incorrect, PS incorrect
µ̂OR −0.55 3.29 2.14 3.24 3.24 0.93
µ̂USUAL −5.19 13.26 3.62 12.20 6.54 0.92
µ̂PROJ −0.39 3.58 2.00 3.55 3.28 0.93
µ̂TAN −1.77 3.52 2.36 3.05 3.04 0.90
µ̂en

USUAL −1.53 3.51 2.29 3.16 5.48 0.91
µ̂en

PROJ −0.31 3.48 1.89 3.47 3.63 0.94
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Table 1.2: Simulation results based on 1000 Monte Carlo replications for the Kang and Schafer
scenario. Sample size is 1000. Bias is Monte Carlo bias, RMSE is root mean square error, MAE is
median of absolute errors, MCSD is Monte Carlo standard deviation, AveSE is average of sandwich
standard errors, Cov is Monte Carlo coverage of 95% Wald confidence intervals, OR is outcome
regression, and PS is propensity score. Smallest, median, second largest, and largest standard errors
for entries in Table 1.1, 1.2 : BIAS, (0.04, 0.08, 0.39, 5.58); AVESE, (0.0008, 0.004, 0.58, 6.64);
COV, (0.006, 0.007, 0.015, 0.015).

Bias RMSE MAE MCSD AveSE Cov
n = 1000

OR correct, PS correct
µ̂OR −0.03 1.13 0.73 1.13 1.15 0.95
µ̂USUAL −0.03 1.13 0.73 1.13 1.15 0.95
µ̂PROJ −0.03 1.13 0.72 1.13 1.15 0.95
µ̂TAN −0.03 1.13 0.73 1.12 1.15 0.95
µ̂en

USUAL −0.03 1.13 0.73 1.13 1.15 0.95
µ̂en

PROJ −0.03 1.13 0.72 1.13 1.15 0.95

OR correct, PS incorrect
µ̂OR −0.03 1.13 0.73 1.13 1.15 0.95
µ̂USUAL 0.01 1.72 0.74 1.72 1.28 0.95
µ̂PROJ −0.03 1.13 0.73 1.13 1.15 0.95
µ̂TAN −0.03 1.13 0.73 1.13 1.15 0.95
µ̂en

USUAL −0.03 1.13 0.73 1.13 1.15 0.95
µ̂en

PROJ −0.03 1.13 0.73 1.13 1.15 0.95

OR incorrect, PS correct
µ̂OR −0.78 1.68 1.18 1.49 1.48 0.91
µ̂USUAL 0.12 1.64 1.09 1.64 1.54 0.93
µ̂PROJ 0.01 1.14 0.73 1.14 1.16 0.95
µ̂TAN 0.04 1.27 0.85 1.27 1.26 0.95
µ̂en

USUAL 0.24 1.55 1.02 1.53 1.42 0.92
µ̂en

PROJ 0.02 1.14 0.73 1.14 1.16 0.95

OR incorrect, PS incorrect
µ̂OR −0.78 1.68 1.18 1.49 1.48 0.91
µ̂USUAL −18.05 177.45 5.25 176.53 16.60 0.61
µ̂PROJ −1.25 1.78 1.35 1.27 1.24 0.83
µ̂TAN −1.69 2.24 1.80 1.47 1.43 0.76
µ̂en

USUAL −2.00 2.44 2.08 1.41 1.39 0.69
µ̂en

PROJ −0.96 1.58 1.16 1.25 1.24 0.88
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Table 1.3: Simulation results based on 1000 Monte Carlo replications for the Tan scenario. Sample
size is 200. Entries are as in Table 1.1. The Tan and Kang and Schafer scenarios are distributionally
identical in the “OR correct, PS correct” case. Smallest, median, second largest, and largest standard
errors for entries in Table 1.3, 1.4: BIAS, (0.04, 0.08, 0.76, 5.66); AVESE, (0.0008,0.004, 1.59,
9.78); COV, (0.006, 0.007, 0.010, 0.015).

Bias RMSE MAE MCSD AveSE Cov
n = 200

OR correct, PS correct
µ̂OR −0.06 2.51 1.66 2.51 2.56 0.96
µ̂USUAL −0.06 2.51 1.66 2.51 2.56 0.95
µ̂PROJ −0.07 2.51 1.69 2.51 2.56 0.95
µ̂TAN −0.05 2.51 1.68 2.51 2.58 0.95
µ̂en

USUAL −0.06 2.51 1.66 2.51 2.56 0.96
µ̂en

PROJ −0.06 2.51 1.68 2.51 2.58 0.95

OR correct, PS incorrect
µ̂OR −0.06 2.51 1.66 2.51 2.56 0.96
µ̂USUAL −0.04 2.55 1.70 2.55 2.59 0.95
µ̂PROJ −0.06 2.51 1.69 2.51 2.56 0.95
µ̂TAN −0.05 2.50 1.65 2.50 2.56 0.96
µ̂en

USUAL −0.06 2.51 1.67 2.51 2.57 0.95
µ̂en

PROJ −0.06 2.51 1.68 2.51 2.62 0.95

OR incorrect, PS correct
µ̂OR 2.64 4.10 3.02 3.14 3.08 0.88
µ̂USUAL 0.74 3.80 2.44 3.72 3.30 0.93
µ̂PROJ 0.56 2.70 1.76 2.64 2.67 0.95
µ̂TAN 0.64 2.79 1.88 2.72 2.72 0.96
µ̂en

USUAL 1.37 3.42 2.33 3.13 3.22 0.91
µ̂en

PROJ 0.52 2.69 1.75 2.64 3.14 0.95

OR incorrect, PS incorrect
µ̂OR 2.64 4.10 3.02 3.14 3.08 0.88
µ̂USUAL −2.76 24.18 2.76 24.02 7.71 0.95
µ̂PROJ 0.51 2.91 1.90 2.87 2.80 0.95
µ̂TAN 0.94 2.99 1.91 2.84 2.84 0.95
µ̂en

USUAL 1.36 3.28 2.18 2.99 3.65 0.93
µ̂en

PROJ 0.48 2.86 1.86 2.82 3.02 0.95
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Table 1.4: Simulation results based on 1000 Monte Carlo replications for the Tan scenario. Sample
size is 1000. Entries are as in Table 1.1. The Tan and Kang and Schafer scenarios are distributionally
identical in the “OR correct, PS correct” case. Smallest, median, second largest, and largest standard
errors for entries in Table 1.3, 1.4: BIAS, (0.04, 0.08, 0.76, 5.66); AVESE, (0.0008,0.004, 1.59,
9.78); COV, (0.006, 0.007, 0.010, 0.015).

Bias RMSE MAE MCSD AveSE Cov
n = 1000

OR correct, PS correct
µ̂OR −0.03 1.13 0.73 1.13 1.15 0.95
µ̂USUAL −0.03 1.13 0.73 1.13 1.15 0.95
µ̂PROJ −0.03 1.13 0.72 1.13 1.15 0.95
µ̂TAN −0.03 1.12 0.73 1.12 1.15 0.95
µ̂en

USUAL −0.03 1.13 0.73 1.13 1.15 0.95
µ̂en

PROJ −0.03 1.13 0.72 1.13 1.15 0.95

OR correct, PS incorrect
µ̂OR −0.03 1.13 0.73 1.13 1.15 0.95
µ̂USUAL 0.03 2.07 0.74 2.07 1.32 0.95
µ̂PROJ −0.03 1.13 0.72 1.13 1.15 0.95
µ̂TAN −0.03 1.12 0.73 1.12 1.15 0.95
µ̂en

USUAL −0.03 1.13 0.73 1.13 1.15 0.95
µ̂en

PROJ −0.03 1.13 0.73 1.13 1.15 0.95

OR incorrect, PS correct
µ̂OR 2.31 2.72 2.32 1.43 1.41 0.63
µ̂USUAL 0.18 1.84 1.14 1.84 1.64 0.93
µ̂PROJ 0.19 1.18 0.76 1.16 1.17 0.95
µ̂TAN 0.22 1.23 0.79 1.21 1.21 0.94
µ̂en

USUAL 0.53 1.56 1.03 1.47 1.27 0.89
µ̂en

PROJ 0.18 1.17 0.74 1.16 1.17 0.94

OR incorrect, PS incorrect
µ̂OR 2.31 2.72 2.32 1.43 1.41 0.63
µ̂USUAL −17.89 179.88 2.65 178.98 22.60 0.94
µ̂PROJ 0.13 1.25 0.78 1.25 1.20 0.94
µ̂TAN 0.89 1.61 1.00 1.35 1.31 0.91
µ̂en

USUAL 0.73 1.47 0.97 1.28 1.27 0.91
µ̂en

PROJ 0.22 1.23 0.78 1.21 1.19 0.94
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discussed in Tan (2006). If, however, M1 and M0 are not the same linear space, then this would

not necessarily hold, although one could expand these spaces to comprise the space spanned by both

g1(X) and g0(X), as discussed by Tan (2006). Likewise, if any of the spaces M1, M0, or M are

nonlinear, that is, e.g., elements of M are of the arbitrary form l(X, ξ), then again, the difference

of optimal (1.18) and (1.19) would not necessarily correspond to the optimal (1.21).

The results in the previous paragraph are relevant whether or not the estimators are doubly

robust. We have shown in Section 1.3 that how one estimates ξ determines double robustness. If we

wish to find an optimal, doubly robust estimator for the mean difference, the results in this chapter

apply directly if the spaces are linear. Specifically, if one takes M0 and M1 to equal M, then

using the strategy in this chapter to estimate ξ separately for each mean and taking the difference in

resulting estimators would lead to the optimal doubly robust estimator for the difference. However,

this does not necessarily hold in the nonlinear case. It is possible to construct an optimal doubly

robust estimator for the difference of the form (1.21) by adapting the strategy in this chapter to

identify an appropriate estimator for ξ. A brief sketch of how one would adpat the strategy for

finding the optimal doubly robust estimator for the mean difference of the form (1.21) is given

below.

We consider the case where the propensity score is fully specified to demonstrate the idea.

Extension to the situation where the a parametric propensity score model is postulated and fitted by

binary regression techniques would be handled analogously to the developments in Section 1.3.

As in the standard set-up for the usual causal inference problem in an observational

point exposure study, we may conceptualize potential outcomes Y0 and Y1 corresponding to each

treatment, with the observed Y = RY1 + (1 − R)Y0. The goal is to estimate the difference

∆ = E(Y1) − E(Y0) based on the observed data under the usual assumption of no unmeasured

confounders, namely, that (Y0, Y1) are independent of R given X .

Consider as an estimator for ∆

n−1
n∑

i=1

[
RiYi

π(Xi)
− (1−Ri)Yi

1− π(Xi)
− {Ri − π(Xi)}l(Xi, ξ̂)

]
(1.21)

for some l(X, ξ) and estimator ξ̂ for ξ. Following the ideas in Section 1.3, we wish to identify a value

ξ∗opt and an estimator ξ̂ converging to it such that the asymptotic variance of (1.21) is minimized

when the propensity score is correct and such that (1.21) is doubly robust. Using the assumption

of no unmeasured confounders, it is straightforward to deduce that the optimal value ξ∗opt is the
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solution in ξ to

E

[{
Y1

π0(X)
+

Y0

1− π0(X)
− l(X, ξ)

}
π0(X){1− π0(X)}lξ(X, ξ)

]
= 0,

or equivalently

E

[{
l(1)(X)
π0(X)

+
l(0)(X)

1− π0(X)
− l(X, ξ)

}
π0(X){1− π0(X)}lξ(X, ξ)

]
= 0, (1.22)

where l(k)(X) = E(Yk | X), k = 0, 1, are the true potential outcome means conditional on X .

Suppose we posit models lk(X,αk) for E(Yk | X), k = 0, 1, where the models lk(X, αk) are

possibly nonlinear in αk, and take

l(X, ξ) =
l0(X, α0)
1− π(X)

+
l1(X, α1)

π(X)
, ξ = (αT

0 , αT
1 )T .

Suppose we estimate ξ by solving the estimating equation

n−1
n∑

i=1

[
Ri{1− π(Xi)}

π(Xi)
{Yi − l1(X,α1)}+

(1−Ri)π(Xi)
1− π(Xi)

{Yi − l0(X, α0)}
]

lξ(X, ξ) = 0.

(1.23)

If the propensity score is correct, π(X) = π0(X), but the models lk(X, αk), k = 0, 1, are not,

then it is straightforward to show that the left hand side of (1.23) converges to that of (1.22), so that

the estimator ξ̂ solving (1.23) converges in probability to ξ∗opt. On the other hand, if the propensity

score model is not correct but the models lk(X,αk) are in the sense that there are values α
(0)
k such

that lk(X, α
(0)
k ) = l(k)(X), k = 0, 1, then the left hand side of (1.23) converges to

E

[
π0(X){1− π(X)}

π(X)
{l(1)(X)− l1(X, α1)}lξ(X, ξ)

+
{1− π0(X)}π(X)

1− π(X)
{l(0)(X)− l0(X,α0)}lξ(X, ξ)

]
,

which equals zero when ξ = ξ0 = (α(0)T
0 , α

(0)T
1 )T , so that ξ̂ converges in probability to ξ0, This

shows that the estimator for ∆ in (1.21) is doubly robust and achieves the minimum asymptotic

variance even if the models lk(X,αk) for E(Yk | X), k = 0, 1, are misspecified.

1.7.2 Enhanced propensity score and stabilized weights

To the best of our knowledge, the stabilized weights of Robins were proposed originally

in the context of marginal structural models for the counterfactual mean response to a nondynamic
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treatment regime in order to avoid weighting that is too disparate across individuals, leading to

instability of the mean estimator. In the marginal structural models setting, one takes the estimating

equation that one would solve for the associational relationship between regime and mean response

and weights it to account for time-dependent confounding. The associational estimating equation is

of the form, using Robins’ notation,

n∑

i=1

f(Āi){Yi − µ(Āi, ξ)} = 0

for some function f(Ā). One weights this equation by the product of inverse probabilities that

depend on past treatment history Ā and past covariate history L̄. Because f(Ā) is arbitrary, one

can modify its form in the associational estimating equation above to include extra “stabilization”

factors, which by definition depend on Ā only. In contrast, in our problem, because we are only

estimating a single mean, there is no analogous f(Ā) and hence no analogous “stabilization fac-

tor”. Hence, in our simpler context, we also wish to avoid disparate weights and instability but we

cannot use the “stability weights” approach. Accordingly, we chose to adopt the restriction that
∑n

i=1 Ri/π(Xi, γ̂) ≈ n as an alternative method of achieving less disparate weights; based on our

experience, this sum can be very different from n when there are disparate weights. Like the “sta-

bilized weights” discussed by Robins et al. (2000), the enhanced propensity score model proposed

in Section 1.4 is an effort to avoid weighting that is too disparate across individuals, leading to in-

stability of the estimator for the mean. In the simple context of estimating a single mean, taking a

“stabilized weights” approach is not possible; accordingly, the proposed enhanced model provides

an effective alternative. Other methods, such as truncating or smoothing estimated propensities,

may also yield improved performance.

1.7.3 Calculation of asymptotic variances

We provide expressions required to calculate the asymptotic variances of the four esti-

mators considered in this chapter: µ̂OR, µ̂USUAL, µ̂TAN and µ̂PROJ . The asymptotic variance of

µ̂en
USUAL and µ̂en

PROJ may be calculated using the same formulæ as for µ̂USUAL and µ̂PROJ ; see

below.

The following results are valid for a general propensity score model, including the logis-

tic model or the enhanced model discussed in Section 1.4. In order to streamline presentation of

the results, denote the propensity score model by πi = π(Xi, γ). Similarly, denote the outcome
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regression model by hi = h(Xi, ξ). Let the score corresponding to the propensity score model

be Sγi = Sγ(Ri, Xi, γ), and define Sγγi = ∂/∂γT Sγ(Ri, Xi, γ), write hξi = hξ(Xi, ξ), πγi =

πγ(X,, γ), hξξi = ∂2/∂ξ∂ξT {h(Xi, ξ)}, and πγγi = ∂2/∂γ∂γT {π(Xi, γ)}. Let τ be collection of

unknown parameters involved in obtaining the estimators for µ; in particular, τ = (ξT , µ)T for µ̂OR,

τ = (γT , ξT , µ)T for µ̂USUAL, τ = (γT , ξT , cT , µ)T for µ̂PROJ , and τ = (γT , ξT , α0, α1, c
T , µ)T

for µ̂TAN .

The estimator for τ , τ̂ , in each case can be obtained by solving a set of M-estimating

equations
∑n

i=1 ρi(τ) = 0 (Stefanski and Boos, 2002), where the last element of ρi(τ) corre-

sponds to the estimating equation for µ. Let An = n−1
∑n

i=1 Ai = n−1
∑n

i=1 ∂/∂τ{ρi(τ)}, and

Bn = n−1
∑n

i=1 ρi(τ)ρT
i (τ). Following standard theory, the asymptotic covariance matrix of τ̂

can be approximated by the empirical sandwich matrix Vn = n−1A−1
n Bn(A−1

n )T . Therefore, the

asymptotic variance of the four estimators can be approximated by the last, rightmost diagonal entry

of the corresponding matrix Vn. We present the form of ρi(τ) and Ai for each of the estimators, from

which the form of Vn may be calculated. The desired diagonal entry of Vn may then be obtained

numerically, with the required matrix inversion carried out by standard routines.

For µ̂OR, ρi(τ) is given by

ρi(τ) =


 hξiRi(Yi − hi)

hi − µ


 ,

and Ai is given by

Ai =


 D1i 0

hT
ξi −1


 ,

where D1i = hξξiRi(Yi − hi)−Rihξih
T
ξi.

For µ̂USUAL, ρi(τ) is given by

ρi(τ) =




Ri − πi

πi (1− πi)
πγi

hξiRi(Yi − hi)
Ri

πi
(Yi − hi) + hi − µ




,

and Ai is given by

Ai =




D1i 0 0

0 D2i 0

D3i D4i −1


 ,
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where D1i =
Ri − πi

πi (1− πi)
πγγi− πi (1− πi) + (Ri − πi)(1− 2πi)

{πi (1− πi)}2 πγiπ
T
γi, D2i = hξξiRi(Yi−hi)−

Rihξih
T
ξi, D3i = −Ri

π2
i

(Yi − hi)πT
γi, and D4i =

(
1− Ri

πi

)
hT

ξi.

For µ̂TAN , ρi(τ) is given by

ρi(τ) =




Ri − πi

πi (1− πi)
πγi

hξiRi(Yi − hi)
Ri(Ri − πi)

π2
i

(
Yi − α0 − α1hi − cT πγi

1− πi

)

Ri(Ri − πi)
π2

i

hi

(
Yi − α0 − α1hi − cT πγi

1− πi

)

Ri(Ri − πi)
π2

i

πγi

1− πi

(
Yi − α0 − α1hi − cT πγi

1− πi

)

Ri

πi
Yi − Ri − πi

πi
(α0 + α1hi)− cT Sγi − µ




,

and the matrix Ai is given by

Ai =




D1i 0 0 0 0 0

0 D2i 0 0 0 0

D3i D4i D5i hiD5i D6i 0

hiD3i 2hiD4i hiD5i h2
i D5 hiD6 0

D7i tD4i tiD5 tihiD5 tiD6i 0

D8i D9i D10i hiD10i −Sγi −1




,

where D1i and D2i are the same as for µ̂USUAL, D3i = D31i − cT D32i,

D31i =
−Riπ

2
i − 2Ri(1− πi)

π3
i

πT
γi

(
Yi − α0 − α1hi − cT πγi

1− πi

)
,

D32i =
1

(1− πi)2
Ri(1− πi)

π2
i

(
πγγi(1− πi) + πγiπ

T
γi

)
,

D4i = −α1
Ri(1− πi)

π2
i

hξi, D5i = −Ri(1− πi)
π2

i

, D6i = −Ri(1− πi)
π2

i

πT
γi

1− πi
,

D7i =
πγi

1− πi
D3i + D32i, ti =

πγi

1− πi
, D8i = −Ri

π2
i

πγγi(Yi − α0 − α1hi)− cT Sγγi,

D9i = −α1
Ri − πi

πi
hT

ξi, and D10i = −Ri − πi

πi
.
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For µ̂PROJ , ρi(τ) is given by

ρi(τ) =




Ri − πi

πi (1− πi)
πγi

Ri(Ri − πi)
π2

i

hξi

(
Yi − hi − cT πγi

1− πi

)

Ri(Ri − πi)
π2

i

πγi

1− πi

(
Yi − hi − cT πγi

1− πi

)

Ri

πi
(Yi − hi) + hi − cT Sγi − µ




,

and Ai is given by

Ai =




D1i 0 0 0
∂hi

∂ξ
D2i D3i D4i 0

D5i DT
4i D6i 0

D7i D8i −Sγi −1




,

where D1i is the same as that for µ̂TAN , D2i = D21i − cT D22i,

D21i =
−Riπ

2
i − 2Ri(1− πi)

π3
i

πT
γi

(
Yi − hi − cT πγi

1− πi

)
,

D22i =
1

(1− πi)2
Ri(1− πi)

π2
i

(
πγγi(1− πi) + πγiπ

T
γi

)
,

D3i =
Ri(1− πi)

π2
i

mξξi

(
Yi − hi − cT πγi

1− πi

)
− Ri(1− πi)

π2
i

hξih
T
ξi,

D4i = −Ri(1− πi)
π2

i

hξi

πT
γi

1− πi
, D5i =

πγi

1− πi
D2i + D22i,

D6i = − 1
(1− πi)2

Ri(1− πi)
π2

i

πγiπ
T
γi, D7i = −Ri

π2
i

πT
γi(Yi − hi) − cT SγγT i, and D8i =

−Ri − πi

πi
hT

ξi.

In Section 1.3, we also constructed an estimator by replacing h(X, ξ) in µ̂PROJ by

h̃(X, ξ̃) = α0 + α1h(X, ξ), ξ̃ = (α0, α1, ξ
T )T and estimating all elements of ξ̃ simultaneously

by solving the estimating equations (17). The asymptotic variance of the resulting estimator for µ

can be calculated using the same formulæ for µ̂PROJ with h(X, ξ) and hξ(X, ξ) in ρi(τ) and Ai

replaced by h̃(X, ξ̃) and ∂/∂ξ̃{h̃(X, ξ̃)}, respectively.

1.7.4 Asymptotic bias under local misspecification

We argue heuristically that µ̂PROJ and µ̂en
PROJ may perform well under misspecification

of both the propensity and outcome regression models. For the outcome regression model we posit
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E(Y |X) = h(X, ξ), which we do not necessarily believe is correct and hence we consider the class

of estimators for µ = E(Y ) to be

n−1
n∑

i=1

{
RiYi

π0(Xi)
− Ri − π0(Xi)

π0(Xi)
h(Xi, ξ)

}
. (1.24)

Assume we have the correct model for the propensity score π0(X) = P (R = 1|X), we have shown

that the optimal choice for ξ is ξ∗opt where ξ∗opt minimizes

E

[
1− π0(X)

π0(X)
{
Y − h(X, ξ∗opt)

}2
]

, (1.25)

or equivalently

E

[
1− π0(X)

π0(X)
{Y − h(X, ξ∗opt)}hξ(X, ξ∗opt)

]
= 0. (1.26)

Suppose we instead used a misspecified model for P (R = 1|X), say πn(X) = π0(X) + θns(X),

where limn→∞ n1/2θn = τ . That is we will consider local misspecification.

In that case our estimator would be

µ̂n = n−1
n∑

i=1

{
RiYi

πn(Xi)
− Ri − πn(Xi)

πn(Xi)
h(Xi, ξ̂n)

}
, (1.27)

where ξ̂n would be defined as in this chapter. Because πn(X) converges to π0(X) as n −→∞, we

still would obtain that ξ̂n still converges in probability to ξ∗opt. Because of contiguity, (1.27) would

be asymptotically equivalent to

µ̃n = n−1
n∑

i=1

{
RiYi

πn(Xi)
− Ri − πn(Xi)

πn(Xi)
h(Xi, ξ

∗
opt)

}
. (1.28)

A simple expansion of (1.28) about π0(X) yield that

µ̃n = n−1
n∑

i=1

{
RiYi

π0(Xi)
− Ri − π0(Xi)

π0(Xi)
h(Xi, ξ

∗
opt)

}

− n−1
n∑

i=1

θns(X)Ri

π2
0(X)

{
Yi − h(Xi, ξ

∗
opt)

}
+ op(n−1/2).

Therefore if we consider n1/2(µ̂n−µ) or equivalently n1/2(µ̃n−µ), then it can be written

as

n−1/2
n∑

i=1

{
RiYi

π0(Xi)
− Ri − π0(Xi)

π0(Xi)
h(Xi, ξ

∗
opt)− µ

}
(1.29)

− n1/2θnn−1
n∑

i=1

Ri

π2
0(X)

s(X)
{
Yi − h(Xi, ξ

∗
opt)

}
+ op(1). (1.30)
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We have already shown that (1.29) converges to a normal distribution with mean zero, and moreover,

ξ∗opt was chosen so that the asymptotic variance is minimized among the class of estimators in (1.24).

Therefore equation (1.30) denotes the asymptotic bias which by the assumption converges to

− τE

[
R

π2
0(X)

s(X)
{
Y − h(X, ξ∗opt)

}]

= −τE

[
s(X)
π0(X)

{
Y − h(X, ξ∗opt)

}]
. (1.31)

Because of (1.26), we note that

E

[
1− π0(X)

π0(X)
{Y − h(X, ξ∗opt)}cT hξ(X, ξ∗opt)

]
= 0

for any contant c with dimenstion the same as the dimension of ξ.

It follows that, letting q0(X) = [{1− π0(X)}/{π0(X)}]1/2, the asymptotic bias may be

written as

−τE
{(

s(X)/[π0(X){1− π0(X)}]1/2 − q0(X)cT hξ(X, ξ∗opt)
)
q0(X){Y − h(X, ξ∗opt)}

}
,

the absolute value of which, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is bounded by

τ

{
inf
c

E
(
s(X)/[π0(X){1− π0(X)}]1/2 − q0(X)cT hξ(X, ξ∗opt)

)2
}1/2

(1.32)

× (
E[{q0(X)}2{Y − h(X, ξ∗opt)}2]

)1/2
. (1.33)

Notice that (1.32) is the projection of the element s(X)/[π0(X){1 − π0(X)}]1/2 onto the linear

space spanned by the vector of elements q0(X)hξ(X, ξ∗opt).

Let us compare these results to the corresponding results had we used the estimators

µ̃∗n = n−1
n∑

i=1

{
RiYi

πn(Xi)
− Ri − πn(Xi)

πn(Xi)
h(Xi, ξ̃

∗
n)

}
,

where ξ̃∗n converges in probability to some ξ∗∗ 6= ξ∗opt. Using a similar expansion we would obtain

that n1/2(µ̃∗n − µ) is asymptotically equivalent to

n−1/2
n∑

i=1

{
RiYi

π0(Xi)
− Ri − π0(Xi)

π0(Xi)
h(Xi, ξ

∗∗)− µ

}
(1.34)

−τE

[
s(X)
π0(X)

{Y − h(X, ξ∗∗)}
]

. (1.35)
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We therefore note that firstly the asymptotic variance of (1.34) must be greater than the asymptotic

variance of µ̃n, and secondly the bias in absolute value is bounded by

τ

{
E

(
s(X)/[π0(X){1− π0(X)}]1/2

)2
}1/2

× (
E[{q0(X)}2{Y − h(X, ξ∗∗)}2]

)1/2
.

The first term in this expression must be at least as large as (1.32), because (1.32) is the projection of

s(X)/[π0(X){1−π0(X)}]1/2 onto the linear space spanned by q0(X)hξ(X, ξ∗opt), while the second

must be greater than or equal to (1.33) by the definition of ξ∗opt. Thus, the bound on asymptotic bias

of µ̃∗n is greater than that for µ̃n; moreover, the asymptotic variance of µ̃∗n is of course greater than

that of µ̃n by construction.

Although the first result does not guarantee that µ̃n will show smaller bias, it does suggest

that smaller bias may obtain in many circumstances, particularly if s(X)/[π0(X){1 − π0(X)}]1/2

may be well approximated by a linear combination of q0(X)hξ(X, ξ∗opt).
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Chapter 2

Improving Efficiency and Robustness of

Doubly Robust Estimators in the

Presence of Coarsened Data

2.1 Introduction

Studies in which data are to be collected longitudinally on each participant according to

a pre-determined schedule are often complicated by dropout, where some subjects leave the study

prematurely and do not return, so that the intended data from the point of dropout onward are miss-

ing. Ordinarily, interest focuses on questions that can be addressed within the context of a statistical

model describing aspects of the distribution of the full data; i.e., the entire complement of data that

would have been collected on each subject had dropout not occurred. It is well understood that

failure to take dropout into account in analyses based on the observed data, which are curtailed due

to dropout for some participants, can lead to biased inferences on full data model parameters of

interest. A vast literature exists on different methods for making valid inferences on these param-

eters based on the observed data under different assumptions regarding the mechanism governing

dropout; see, for example, Hogan, Roy, and Korkontzelou (2004), Philipson, Ho, and Henderson

(2008), and Molenberghs and Fitzmaurice (2009) and the extensive references therein.

As a running example, we consider data from AIDS Clinical Trials Group (ACTG) Pro-

tocol 175 (Hammer et al., 1996), where subjects infected with human immunodeficiency virus

(HIV) were randomized to four antiretroviral regimens with equal probability: zidovudine (ZDV),
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ZDV+didanosine, ZDV+zalcitabine, and didanosine. On each, CD4 T-cell count (cells/mm3 blood),

a measure of immunologic status, was measured at baseline and, ideally, at 20±5, 40±5, 60±5, and

96±5 weeks post-baseline. A number of baseline covariates were also collected. As the latter three

regimens showed no mutual differences, we focus on estimating mean CD4 count at 96±5 weeks

for the population of subjects receiving any of the three. Of the 1838 such participants, 12%, 30%,

38%, and 49% had dropped out by each of the visit times, respectively; see Section 2.5. Clearly, the

substantial dropout by 96±5 weeks complicates inference on the population mean of interest.

Missingness due to dropout in a longitudinal study is a special case of the general setting

of monotonely coarsened data. Coarsening refers to the situation where, for each subject, one of

a set of M + 1 many-to-one functions of the full data, indexed by r = 1, . . . , M,∞, is observed

(Heitjan and Rubin, 1991; Heitjan, 1993; Gill, van der Laan, and Robins, 1997; Tsiatis, 2006).

In the case of monotone coarsening, the many-to-one function for any r = 1, . . . , M is itself a

many-to-one function of the (r + 1)th function, so that r = 1 corresponds to the “most coarsened”

data and r = M to the least, and, by convention, ∞ denotes no coarsening at all (the full data

are observed). Monotone dropout in a longitudinal study fits into this framework, with r indexing

M + 1 planned visit times at which data would be collected, where r = 1 corresponds to baseline.

Here, the coarsened data at level r are the data that would be observed on a subject who is present

for the rth visit and then drops out prior to the (r + 1)th visit; see Section 2.2.

Analogous to the notion of missing at random in the case of missing data, the mechanism

leading to coarsening is coarsening at random (Heitjan and Rubin, 1991) if, for each r, the proba-

bility that, given the full data, the data are coarsened at level r depends only on the coarsened data

(so not on data that are not observed at level r). Whether or not the coarsening at random assump-

tion is reasonable in a specific context must of course be critically evaluated by the analyst; when

it is plausible, a number of approaches have been proposed for making inference on parameters in

a full data model based on the observed, coarsened data. These include likelihood-based methods,

where a parametric model for the entire distribution of the full data may be posited, from which the

likelihood based on the coarsened data can be deduced without the need to specify the form of the

coarsening mechanism (e.g., Birmingham, Rotnitzky, and Fitzmaurice, 2003; Little, 2009). These

methods will yield valid inferences as long as the posited full data model is correct, but can lead

to bias otherwise. In contrast, inverse probability weighted methods (Robins et al., 1994, 1995;

Rotnitzky, Robins, and Scharfstein, 1998; Rotnitzky, 2009) require specification of models for the

coarsening probabilities, and the resulting estimators are consistent only if these models are correct
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and can be unstable in practice if some probabilities of observing the full data are close to zero.

Robins et al. (1994) also identified a class of “augmented” inverse probability weighted estima-

tors that, in the present context, involve (parametric) modeling of both the coarsening probabilities

and the conditional expectations of certain functions of the full data given the coarsened data for

each level of coarsening; see Section 2.3. The efficient member of this class, that with smallest

asymptotic variance, is obtained when both sets of models are correctly specified. Scharfstein et al.

(1999) noted that estimators in this class are consistent even if one of the sets of models (but not

both) is misspecified. Estimators with this property are referred to as “doubly robust” and have been

advocated owing to the protection this feature affords (Bang and Robins, 2005). Bang and Robins

(2005) described such a doubly robust estimator in the case of a longitudinal study with dropout

and provided simulation evidence demonstrating the doubly robust property; see also Seaman and

Copas (2009).

Despite the obvious appeal of the doubly robust property, there has been vigorous crit-

icism of doubly robust estimators. Kang and Schafer (2007) presented simulations in the simple

situation of estimation of a population mean from an iid sample with missing response that show

that the usual doubly robust estimator can exhibit severe bias when both sets of models are just

“slightly” misspecified and/or when some probabilities of observing full data are close to zero and

argued against use of doubly robust estimators in practice. In this setting, however, Tan (2006,

2007, 2008) and Chapter 1 showed how to construct doubly robust estimators that do not have these

shortcomings. In particular, in Chapter 1 we set out expressedly to identify the “best” doubly robust

estimator, that with smallest asymptotic variance if the coarsening probabilities are correctly spec-

ified regardless of whether or not the conditional expectation models are correct, and demonstrated

that these estimators are relatively more efficient and exhibit superior robustness to slight modeling

mishaps relative to other doubly robust estimators.

In this chapter, we extend these ideas to the general setting of monotonely coarsened

data. In Section 2.2, we introduce notation for the monotone coarsening problem, formalize the

coarsening at random assumption, and place the special case of a longitudinal study with missing

at random dropout in this context. We formalize the inferential objectives and describe the general

form of doubly robust estimators in Section 2.3, and in Section 2.4 propose an improved doubly

robust estimator, which we specialize to the setting of a longitudinal study with dropout by demon-

stration of application of the proposed methods to the ACTG 175 data in Section 2.5. Simulations

presented in Section 2.6 exhibit the improved performance of the proposed methods.
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2.2 General coarsened data framework and coarsening at random

We follow the presentation in Tsiatis (2006, Section 7.1). Denote the full data by Z; ide-

ally, then, the data intended to be collected are realizations of Z1, . . . , Zn, where Zi, i = 1, . . . , n,

are independent and identically distributed (iid). Let C be a discrete coarsening variable taking on

the M +1 possible values 1, . . . ,M,∞ corresponding to M +1 levels of coarsening. When C = r,

r = 1, . . . , M , we only observe Gr(Z), a many-to-one function of Z. When C = ∞, we observe

G∞(Z) = Z; i.e., there is no coarsening, and the full data are observed. Under monotone coarsen-

ing, Gr(Z) is a many-to-one function of Gr+1(Z); i.e., Gr(Z) = fr {Gr+1(Z)}, r = 1, . . . ,M−1.

Thus, G1(Z) are the most coarsened data, G2(Z) are less so, and so forth, up to G∞(Z) = Z, where

there is no coarsening. The observed data are realizations of iid {Ci, GCi(Zi)}, i = 1, . . . , n.

As is customary in general missing data problems, we assume that there is a positive prob-

ability of observing the full data, which we express as P (C = ∞|Z) ≥ ε > 0 almost everywhere.

The coarsening at random assumption may be expressed as

P (C = r|Z) = π{r,Gr(Z)}, r = 1, . . . ,M,∞; (2.1)

i.e., the probability of coarsening at level r depends on the full data Z only as a function π{r,Gr(Z)}
of the observed data Gr(Z). As G∞(Z) = Z, write π{∞, G∞(Z)} = π(∞, Z).

We now demonstrate how data from a longitudinal study with dropout fit into this frame-

work, where we use notation for this setting popularized by Robins and colleagues (e.g., Bang and

Robins, 2005). Let Lj be the vector of information collected at visit time tj , j = 1, . . . ,M + 1.

Let R be a dropout indicator such that, if R = j, the subject is last seen at the jth visit, and the

observed data are Lj = (L1, . . . , Lj), j = 1, . . . ,M + 1; write L = LM+1. In the coarsened data

framework, the full data Z are thus Z = G∞(Z) = L; the coarsening indicator C corresponds

to R, C = 1, . . . , M,∞, where C = ∞ is the same as R = M + 1; and the coarsened data

Gr(Z) = Lr, r = 1, . . . , M . The observed data from a sample of size n are then iid (Ri, LRi),

i = 1, . . . , n. Thus, in ACTG 175, M = 4, t1 = 0 (baseline); (t2, t3, t4, t5) = (20, 40, 60, 96)± 5

weeks; L1 = (X, Y1), say, where X are baseline covariates and Y1 is baseline CD4 count; and

Lj = Yj , j = 2, . . . ,M + 1 = 5, where Yj is CD4 count collected at tj . The positivity and coars-

ening at random (2.1) assumptions become P (R = M + 1|L) ≥ ε > 0 almost everywhere and

P (R = j|L) = π(j, Lj), for j = 1, . . . , M, M + 1, respectively.

See Tsiatis (2006) for other special cases of the general coarsened data setting.
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2.3 Inferential objective and doubly robust estimators

We suppose that the analyst has specified a semiparametric model for the full data Z corre-

sponding to density pZ(z; β, η), say, where β (p× 1) is the finite dimensional parameter of interest;

here, then, pZ(z; β, η) embodies the features of the full data that the analyst is willing to assume.

The goal is to estimate β based on the sample of observed, monotonely coarsened data. Ordinarily, η

is an infinite dimensional nuisance parameter representing aspects of the full data distribution about

which nothing is assumed. If η were finite dimensional, pZ(z; β, η) is a fully parametric model, in

which case inference on β based on the observed data under the coarsening at random assumption

could be carried out via maximum likelihood techniques. We consider estimators for β calculable

under a more general semiparametric model.

For ACTG 175, with Y = Y5 = CD4 count at 96±5 weeks, β = E(Y ); with no further

assumptions, pZ(z; β, η) is completely nonparametric except for the restriction of finite β, and, if

the full data were available, the obvious estimator is the sample mean at 96±5 weeks. As a second

example, if instead one were willing to assume that E(Yj |X) = β0 +β1tj +βT
XX , say, and interest

focused on the “slope” β1, β = (β0, β1, β
T
X)T , then pZ(z; β, η) would be the semiparametric model

that imposes this longitudinal (conditional on X) mean structure, leaving all other aspects of the

full data distribution unspecified. Were full data available, β could be estimated by solving a set of

generalized estimating equations.

In general, we assume that estimators for β exist based on the full data, defined by (p×1)

unbiased estimating functions m(Z, β); i.e., such that E {m(Z, β)} = 0 for all β (or at least for β in

a neighborhood of β0, the true value). An estimator would solve
∑n

i=1 m(Zi, β) = 0 and, under reg-

ularity conditions, would be consistent and asymptotically normal by standard M-estimator theory

(Stefanski and Boos, 2002). For the sample mean at 96±5 weeks in ACTG 175, m(Z, β) = Y −β;

for the slope parameter, m(Z, β) would be an estimating function from generalized estimating equa-

tions, perhaps involving nuisance parameters in a “working” correlation structure.

We start with the premise that the analyst has fully specified the coarsening probabilities

(2.1), a requirement we relax in Section 2.4. For general monotonely coarsened data, the theory

of Robins et al. (1994) implies that, under the coarsening at random assumption, if the coarsen-

ing probabilities π{r,Gr(Z)} are in fact correctly specified, members of the class of all regular,

asymptotically linear estimators (Tsiatis, 2006, Chapter 3) for β using the observed data solve es-

timating equations based on an augmented inverse probability weighted estimating function of the
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form (Tsiatis, 2006, Chapter 10)

I(C = ∞)m(Z, β)
π(∞, Z)

+
M∑

r=1

dMc {r,Gr(Z)}
Kr {Gr(Z)} Lr {Gr(Z)} , (2.2)

where π {r,Gr(Z)} is as in (2.1); and the discrete hazard of dropout λr {Gr(Z)} = P (C = r|C ≥
r, Z), the cumulative hazard Kr {Gr(Z)} = P (C > r|Z), Lr {Gr(Z)} are arbitrary functions of

Gr(Z), and dMc {r,Gr(Z)} = I(C = r) − λr {Gr(Z)} I(C ≥ r), all for r = 1, . . . ,M (Tsiatis,

2006, Theorem 9.2). Under coarsening at random, Kr {Gr(Z)} = 1 − ∑r
j=1 π {j, Gj(Z)}, r =

1, . . . , M ; λ1 {G1(Z)} = π {1, G1(Z)}; and λr {Gr(Z)} = π {r,Gr(Z)} /
[
1−∑r−1

j=1 π {j, Gj(Z)}
]
,

r = 2, . . . , M . If Lr {Gr(Z)} = 0, r = 1, . . . , M , (2.2) reduces to the simple inverse probability

weighted estimating function depending only on data from the “complete cases,” subjects for whom

full data are observed; accordingly, the second “augmentation” term in (2.2) seeks to improve effi-

ciency of estimation of β by exploiting information from all subjects.

It may be shown that, when the π{r,Gr(Z)} are correct, estimators for β solving es-

timating equations based on (2.2) will be consistent and asymptotically normal regardless of the

choice of the functions Lr {Gr(Z)}, r = 1, . . . ,M , and that the optimal choice, that leading to

the estimator for β in the class with smallest asymptotic variance, is E {m(Z, β0)|Gr(Z)}; write

m(Z) = m(Z, β0) for brevity. As these conditional expectations may not be known, a natural strat-

egy is to model them parametrically via functions hr {Gr(Z), ξ}, r = 1, . . . , M , where ξ is a finite

dimensional parameter. One would then estimate β by solving
n∑

i=1

[
I(Ci = ∞)m(Zi, β)

π(∞, Zi)
+

M∑

r=1

dMc {r,Gr(Zi)}
Kr {Gr(Zi)} hr

{
Gr(Zi), ξ̂

}]
= 0, (2.3)

where ξ̂ is some estimator for ξ. The method of estimating ξ is key; see Section 2.4.

If the coarsening probabilities are correctly specified and ξ̂ converges in probability to

some ξ∗, say, an estimator for β solving (2.3) will be consistent and asymptotically normal regard-

less of whether or not hr {Gr(Z), ξ∗} = E {m(Z)|Gr(Z)}, r = 1, . . . ,M . Moreover, the form of

the asymptotic variance of the estimator will be the same if either ξ̂ or ξ∗ is used in (2.3) (Tsiatis,

2006, Theorem 10.3), so that the asymptotic variance depends only on ξ∗. If hr {Gr(Z), ξ∗} =

E {m(Z)|Gr(Z)}, r = 1, . . . , M does hold, then the estimator for β will be optimal (have small-

est asymptotic variance) among all such estimators. If hr {Gr(Z), ξ∗} = E {m(Z)|Gr(Z)},

r = 1, . . . , M , but the coarsening probabilities are misspecified, the estimator for β will still be

consistent. Accordingly, such estimators are doubly robust, as only one set of models need be

correct to ensure consistency.
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In the context of a longitudinal study with dropout, Bang and Robins (2005) described

estimators for β that are solutions to (2.3); we present details in the next section.

2.4 Existing and proposed doubly robust estimators

We continue to assume that the coarsening probabilities π{r,Gr(Z)} are fully specified,

which we relax shortly. Different methods for estimating ξ in the models hr{Gr(Z), ξ} will lead

to different estimators for β solving (2.3). Bang and Robins (2005) advocate one such method,

described later in this section. We seek to define an estimator ξ̂opt for ξ in the spirit of Chapter 1;

i.e., that (i) is “optimal” when the π{r,Gr(Z)}, r = 1, . . . , M,∞, are correctly specified, even

if the hr{Gz(Z)}, r = 1, . . . , M , are not, in the sense of yielding an estimator β̂opt solving (2.3)

with smallest asymptotic variance; and (ii) β̂opt is doubly robust. Moreover, ξ̂opt requires no further

assumptions beyond specification of the models hr{Gr(Z), ξ}.

Denote the true coarsening probabilities as π0{r,Gr(Z)}, and define the true dropout and

cumulative hazards as λr0{r,Gr(Z)} and Kr0{r,Gr(Z)} accordingly, where KM{r,Gr(Z)} =

π(∞, Z) and KM0{r,Gr(Z)} = π0(∞, Z); and write dMc0 {r,Gr(Zi)} when λr0{r,Gr(Z)}
is substituted for λr{r,Gr(Z)} in dMc {r,Gr(Zi)}. With the coarsening probabilities correct,

whether or not the hr{Gr(Z), ξ} are correct, it is straightforward to deduce that minimizing the

variance of an estimator for β solving (2.3) involves minimizing in ξ∗

E

[
I(C = ∞)m(Z)

π0(∞, Z)
+

M∑

r=1

dMc0 {r,Gr(Z)}
Kr0 {Gr(Z)} hr {Gr(Z), ξ∗}

]2

, (2.4)

where ξ∗ is the value to which the estimator ξ̂ used converges in probability. Denote this minimizing

value by ξopt. If the models hr{Gr(Z), ξ} are correctly specified, so that there is some ξ0 such that

hr{Gr(Z), ξ0} = E{m(Z)|Gr(Z)}, r = 1, . . . , M , then in fact ξopt = ξ0; if not, such a ξopt still

exists. Accordingly, to satisfy (i), we require that the desired ξ̂opt converge in probability to ξopt. To

ensure (ii), when the hr{Gr(Z), ξ} are correctly specified but the coarsening probabilities may not

be, ξ̂opt must converge in probability to ξ0.

From (2.4), ξopt must satisfy

E

([
M∑

r=1

dMc0{Gr(Z), ξ}
Kr0{Gr(Z), ξ} hrξ {Gr(Z), ξ}

]

[
I(C = ∞)m(Z)

π(∞, Z)
+

M∑

r=1

dMc0{Gr(Z), ξ}
Kr0{Gr(Z), ξ} hr{Gr(Z), ξ}

])
= 0,
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where hrξ {Gr(Z), ξ} is the column vector of partial derivatives of hr{Gr(Z)} with respect to ξ.

Using Lemmas 10.1–10.3 of Tsiatis (2006), this expression can be written as

E

[
−m(Z)

M∑

r=1

λr0{Gr(Z), ξ}
Kr0{Gr(Z), ξ}hrξ {Gr(Z), ξ}

+
M∑

r=1

λr0{Gr(Z), ξ}
Kr0{Gr(Z), ξ}hrξ {Gr(Z), ξ}hr {Gr(Z), ξ}

]
= 0.

(2.5)

We now derive an estimator ξ̂opt for ξ that converges to ξopt satisfying (2.5) when the

coarsening probabilities are correctly specified but the models hr{Gz(Z), ξ} may not be and that

converges to ξ0 in the converse situation. We propose estimating ξ by solving estimating equations

corresponding to the estimating function

M∑

r=1

I(C > r)qr {Gr(Z), ξ} [hr+1 {Gr+1(Z), ξ} − hr {Gr(Z), ξ}] , (2.6)

where qr {Gr(Z), ξ} is a vector of functions with dimension equal to that of ξ, I(C > M) =

I(C = ∞), and hM+1 {GM+1(Z), ξ} = m(Z); note that (2.6) is a function of the observed data

{C,GC(Z)}. When r = M , the summand in (2.6) is

I(C = ∞)qM {GM (Z), ξ} [m(Z)− hM {GM (Z), ξ}] . (2.7)

First assume that the coarsening probabilities may not be correctly specified, so that the

posited probabilities π{r,Gr(Z)} 6= π0{r,Gr(Z)} for some r = 1, . . . ,M,∞, but the models

hr{Gz(Z), ξ} are correct. We show that (2.6) is an unbiased estimating function under these con-

ditions; i.e., has mean zero, by a series of iterated conditional expectations. The conditional expec-

tation of (2.7) given Z is

KM0 {GM (Z)} qM {GM (Z), ξ} [m(Z)− hM {GM (Z), ξ}] , (2.8)

and the conditional expectation of (2.8) given GM (Z) is

KM0 {GM (Z)} qM {GM (Z), ξ} [E {m(Z)|GM (Z)} − hM {GM (Z), ξ}] . (2.9)

Under the correctly specified model hM {GM (Z), ξ0} = E {m(Z)|GM (Z)}, the expectation of

(2.9) is zero when ξ = ξ0, and hence (2.7) has expectation zero at ξ = ξ0. We may similarly

argue that an arbitrary summand in (2.6) has expectation zero. The conditional expectation of

the rth summand, given Z, is Kr0 {Gr(Z)} qr {Gr(Z), ξ} [hr+1 {Gr+1(Z), ξ} − hr {Gr(Z), ξ}],
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which in turn has conditional expectation given Gr(Z) equal to Kr0 {Gr(Z)} qr {Gr(Z), ξ}×
(E [hr+1 {Gr+1(Z), ξ} |Gr(Z)]− hr {Gr(Z), ξ}). When the hr{Gr(Z), ξ} are correctly spec-

ified, E [hr+1 {Gr+1(Z), ξ0} |Gr(Z)] = E [E {m(Z)|Gr+1(Z)} |Gr(Z)] = E {m(Z)|Gr(Z)} =

hr {Gr(Z), ξ0}, where the second-to-last equality follows by coarsening at random. Hence, at

ξ = ξ0, each summand in (2.6) has expectation zero, so that (2.6) is an unbiased estimating func-

tion for ξ even if the coarsening probabilities are misspecified, and estimators for ξ based on (2.6)

will converge in probability to ξ0 for arbitrary choice of the functions qr {Gr(Z), ξ}. Accordingly,

the proposed estimator ξ̂opt, which involves a particular choice of these functions, discussed next,

converges in probability to ξ0 under these conditions, as required for (ii).

We now consider the choice of the qr {Gr(Z), ξ} and show that the proposed estimator

ξ̂opt using this choice converges in probability to ξopt when the coarsening probabilities are correctly

specified and the functions hr{Gr(Z), ξ} may or may not be. We propose taking

qr {Gr(Z), ξ} = −[Kr {Gr(Z)}]−1
r∑

j=1

λj {Gj(Z)}
Kj {Gj(Z)}hjξ {Gj(Z), ξ} , r = 1, . . . ,M. (2.10)

With (2.10) substituted, we now demonstrate that (2.6) has expectation zero at ξ = ξopt, where ξopt

solves (2.5), when the coarsening probabilities are correctly specified but the functions hr{Gr(Z), ξ}
may not be, and hence is an unbiased estimating function under these conditions, so that ξ̂opt con-

verges to ξopt.

Note that (2.6) may be written as S1 + S2 + S3, where

S1 = I(C = ∞)qM {GM (Z), ξ}m(Z),

S2 = −
M∑

r=2

[I(C > r)qr {Gr(Z), ξ} − I(C > r − 1)qr−1 {Gr−1(Z), ξ}]hr {Gr(Z), ξ} ,

S3 = −I(C > 1)q1 {G1(Z), ξ}h1 {G1(Z), ξ} .

It is straightforward to show, by substituting (2.10), recalling that π{r,Gr(Z)} = π0{r,Gr(Z)},

and first finding E(S1|Z) using E{I(C = ∞)|Z} = π0(∞, Z), that we have

E(S1) = E[−m(Z)
M∑

j=1

λj0{Gj(Z)}hjξ{Gj(Z)}/Kj0{Gj(Z)}],

which matches the first term in (2.5). Considering an arbitrary summand S2r, say, in S2, and using

E{I(C > r)|Z} = Kr0{Gr(Z)}, we have

E(S2r|Z) =




r∑

j=1

λj0 {Gj(Z)}hjξ {Gj(Z), ξ}
Kj0 {Gj(Z)} −

r−1∑

j=1

λj0 {Gj(Z)}hjξ {Gj(Z), ξ}
Kj0 {Gj(Z)}


hr {Gr(Z), ξ} ,
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so that E(S2r) = E[λr0 {Gr(Z)}hrξ {Gj(Z), ξ} /Kr0 {Gj(Z)}hr {Gr(Z), ξ}], and thus E(S2)

is equal to the second term in (2.5) except for the summand at r = 1. An analogous argument

applied to S3 shows that E(S3) = E[λ10 {G1(Z)}h1ξ {Gj(Z), ξ} /K10 {Gj(Z)}h1 {Gr(Z), ξ}].
Combining these results, the estimating function found by substituting (2.10) into (2.6) has the same

expectation as that of (2.5) when the coarsening probabilities are correctly specified, which is equal

to zero when ξ = ξopt. Thus, ξ̂opt converges in probability to ξopt, ensuring (i).

Summarizing, the proposed estimator β̂opt, found by using (2.10) in the estimating func-

tion (2.6) for ξ to obtain ξ̂opt, will be doubly robust and achieve smallest asymptotic variance

among estimators in class (2.3) when the coarsening probabilities are correctly specified but the

hr{Gr(Z), ξ} may not be. Bang and Robins (2005) proposed an alternative approach, which is

effectively equivalent to modeling E{m(Z)|Gr(Z)}, r = 1, . . . , M , by functions h∗r{Gr(Z), ξr}
corresponding to a generalized linear model with canonical link, where the parameter ξr is specific

to the rth level of coarsening; and qr{Gr(Z), ξr} analogous to those in (2.6) for each r are dictated

by the gradient and variance function of the generalized linear model. The resulting estimator for

β is doubly robust, but, as it does not exploit the “optimal” choice (2.10) in estimation of the ξr, it

will not in general achieve the minimum asymptotic variance when the coarsening probabilities are

correct unless the h∗r{Gr(Z), ξr} are also correct.

The coarsening probabilities are unlikely to be known in practice unless the data arise

from a study in which coarsening was by design. Thus, in most applications, it would be natural

to postulate and fit parametric models to characterize the coarsening mechanism. As discussed

in Tsiatis (2006, Section 8.2), an obvious approach is to model the discrete hazards λr{Gr(Z)},

r = 1, . . . , M in terms of a finite dimensional parameter ψ, say, and write λr{Gr(Z), ψ}; e.g., via

logistic regression; and estimate ψ by maximum likelihood. The likelihood may be shown to be

M∏

r=1

∏

i:Ci≥r

[λr {Gr(Zi), ψ}]I(Ci=r) [1− λr {Gr(Zi), ψ}]I(Ci>r) ,

which may be written equivalently as

n∏

i=1

M∏

r=1

[λr {Gr(Zi), ψ}]I(Ci=r) [1− λr {Gr(Zi), ψ}]I(Ci>r)

(Tsiatis, 2006, Section 8.2). This specification implies corresponding parametric models π{r,Gr(Z), ψ}
and Kr{Gr(Z), ψ}. Writing λrψ{Gr(Z), ψ} to denote the column vector of partial derivatives of
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λr {Gr(Zi), ψ} with respect to ψ, the score vector for ψ may be shown to be

Sψ {C,GC(Z), ψ} =
M∑

r=1

λrψ{Gr(Z), ψ}
λr {Gr(Z), ψ} [1− λr {Gr(Z), ψ}]dMC {r,Gr(Z), ψ} ,

which, multiplying and dividing by Kr{Gr(Z), ψ} and noting that

1− λr {Gr(Z), ψ} = Kr {Gr(Z), ψ} /Kr−1 {Gr(Z), ψ} ,

may be written as

Sψ {C, GC(Z), ψ} =
M∑

r=1

dMC {r,Gr(Z), ψ}
Kr {Gr(Z), ψ}

Kr−1 {Gr(Z), ψ}λrψ{Gr(Z), ψ}
λr {Gr(Z), ψ} .

As detailed in Tsiatis (2006, Chapters 8-10), there is an effect on the asymptotic distri-

bution of an estimator for β solving (2.3) when the coarsening probabilities are modeled and ψ

is estimated by the maximum likelihood estimator ψ̂. In particular, it follows from Theorem 9.1

of Tsiatis (2006) that, when the models for the coarsening probabilities are correctly specified, so

that there exists ψ0 such that λr{Gr(Z), ψ0} = λr0{Gr(Z)}, the estimator for β that solves the

estimating equation

n∑

i=1


I(Ci = ∞)m(Zi, β)

π(∞, Zi, ψ̂)
+

M∑

r=1

dMc

{
r,Gr(Zi), ψ̂

}

Kr

{
Gr(Zi, ψ̂)

} hr

{
Gr(Zi), ξ̂

}

 = 0 (2.11)

for some ξ̂ is asymptotically equivalent to that solving

n∑

i=1

(
I(Ci = ∞)m(Zi, β)

π(∞, Zi, ψ0)
+

M∑

r=1

[
dMc {r,Gr(Zi), ψ0}

Kr {Gr(Zi), ψ0} hr {Gr(Zi), ξ∗} − θT
projSψ {Ci, GC(Zi), ψ0}

])

=
n∑

i=1

(
I(Ci = ∞)m(Zi, β)

π(∞, Zi, ψ0)
+

M∑

r=1

dMc {r,Gr(Zi), ψ0}
Kr {Gr(Zi), ψ0}

×
[
hr {Gr(Zi), ξ∗} − θT

proj

Kr−1 {Gr(Zi), ψ0}λrψ{Gr(Zi), ψ0}
λr {Gr(Zi), ψ0}

])
= 0, (2.12)

where ξ∗ is the limit in probability of ξ̂, and θproj is the value of θ that minimizes

E

[
I(C = ∞)m(Z)

π(∞, Z, ψ0)
+

M∑

r=1

dMc {r,Gr(Zi), ψ0}
Kr {Gr(Z), ψ0} h̃r{Gr(Zi), ξ̃}

]2

, ξ̃ = (ξT , θT )T , (2.13)

when ξ∗ is substituted for ξ, and

h̃r{Gr(Z), ξ̃} = hr {Gr(Z), ξ} − θT Kr−1 {Gr(Z), ψ0}λrψ{Gr(Zi), ψ0}
λr {Gr(Z), ψ0} . (2.14)
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Referring back to (2.4), which defines ξopt assuming ψ0 is known, and examining (2.12) suggests

that the “optimal” estimator for ξ for estimators for β in the class given by (2.11) should converge to

the value ξopt∗ that minimizes (2.13) simultaneously in ξ∗ and θ. In fact, identifying h̃r{Gr(Z), ξ̃}
in (2.13) with hr {Gr(Z), ξ} in (2.4) shows that the problem of finding the value of ξopt minimizing

(2.4) is analogous to finding the optimal ξ̃, and hence ξopt∗, minimizing (2.13). Accordingly, we can

use this correspondence to immediately propose an approach to estimating ξ̃ that will lead to ξ̂opt∗,

say, such that (i) using ξ̂opt∗ in (2.11) leads to the optimal estimator β̂opt∗ with smallest asymptotic

variance among estimators solving (2.11) when the coarsening probabilities are correctly modeled,

and (ii) β̂opt∗ is doubly robust.

As, in practice, ψ0 is unknown, we write h̃r{Gr(Z), ξ̃, ψ} to denote (2.14) treating ψ in

the coarsening model as a free parameter. With this specification, analogous to (1.15) of Chapter 1,

we propose estimating ξ̃ by solving estimating equations corresponding to the estimating function

M∑

r=1

I(C > r)q̃r

{
Gr(Z), ξ̃, ψ̂

}[
h̃r+1

{
Gr+1(Z), ξ̃, ψ̂

}
− h̃r

{
Gr(Z), ξ̃, ψ̂

}]
, (2.15)

where q̃r

{
Gr(Z), ξ̃, ψ

}
is the extension of (2.10), namely,

q̃r

{
Gr(Z), ξ̃, ψ

}
= −[Kr {Gr(Z), ψ}]−1

r∑

j=1

λj {Gj(Z), ψ}
Kj {Gj(Z), ψ}


 h̃jξ

{
Gj(Z), ξ̃, ψ

}

h̃jθ

{
Gj(Z), ξ̃, ψ

}

 ; (2.16)

and

h̃jθ

{
Gj(Z), ξ̃, ψ

}
= −Kj−1 {Gj(Z), ψ}λjψ {Gj(Z), ψ} /λj {Gj(Z), ψ}

and

h̃jξ

{
Gj(Z), ξ̃, ψ

}
= hjξ {Gj(Z), ξ, ψ}

are column vectors of partial derivatives of (2.14) with respect to θ and ξ.

Noting that ψ̂ converges in probability to ψ0 when the coarsening probabilities are mod-

eled correctly, if they are correct but the hr{Gr(Z), ξ}may not be, by an argument analogous to that

following (2.7), we may argue that ξ̂opt∗ solving the estimating equations defined by (2.15), jointly

in θ, will converge to ξopt∗ defined above. Likewise, assuming that ψ̂ converges to some ψ∗ when

the coarsening probabilities may not be correct, if this is the case but the models hr{Gr(Z), ξ}
are correct, the expectation of (2.15) evaluated at ψ∗ may be shown to be equal to zero when

ξ̃ = (ξ, θ) = (ξ0, 0). Taken together, these results show that (i) and (ii) are satisfied; i.e., the
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estimator β̂opt∗ obtained by solving (2.11) with the maximum likelihood estimator ψ̂ and the es-

timator ξ̂opt∗ solving the estimating equations implied by (2.15) substituted is doubly robust and

will have smallest asymptotic variance among all estimators solving (2.11) when the coarsening

probabilities are correctly specified but the models hr{Gr(Z), ξ} may not be. Accordingly, β̂opt∗
should be more efficient under the latter conditions than the doubly robust estimator for β of Bang

and Robins (2005) obtained when the coarsening probabilities are modeled and ψ is estimated by

maximum likelihood, β̂br∗, say.

Because (β̂T
opt∗, ξ̂T

opt∗, ψ̂T )T is an M-estimator, and similarly for β̂br∗, the asymptotic co-

variance matrix for each may be approximated by the empirical sandwich method (Stefanski and

Boos, 2002). The resulting estimators will be consistent for the true sampling covariance matrices

regardless of whether or not one or both sets of models is misspecified. See Section 2.8.1 for details.

2.5 Application to ACTG 175

We now demonstrate how the foregoing development is specialized to the setting of a

longitudinal study with dropout by application to ACTG 175. Referring to the definitions at the end

of Section 2.2, recall that interest focuses on estimation of β = E(Y ), where Y = Y5 = CD4 count

at 96±5 weeks, M = 4, and m(Z, β) = Y − β. The baseline covariate vector X includes age

(years); weight (kg); Karnofsky score (karnof), an index that reflects ability to perform activities of

daily living (scale of 0 to 100); number of days of antiretroviral therapy prior to the trial (antidays);

and indicator variables for hemophilia (hemo), homosexual activity (homo), history of intravenous

drug use (drug), ZDV within 30 days of the trial, race (0 = white, 1 = nonwhite), gender (0 =

female), antiretroviral history (hist; 0 = naive, 1 = experienced), and symptomatic status (symp; 0 =

asymptomatic).

We consider estimation of β by three methods: the simple inverse probability weighted

estimator, which corresponds to solving (2.11) with all of the hr{Gr(Z), ξ} set equal to zero, de-

noted β̂ipw; two versions of the estimator β̂br∗ of Bang and Robins (2005); and two versions of the

proposed estimator β̂opt∗. The coarsening at random assumption (2.1) is not unreasonable here; it

is widely acknowledged in longitudinal studies of HIV that subjects with certain observed baseline

characteristics, such as intravenous drug use, and/or lower evolving CD4 counts prior to dropout,

reflecting compromised immunologic status, may be more likely to drop out. Under this assump-

tion, the naive estimator, the sample mean of CD4 counts for the complete cases at 96±5 weeks, is
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expected to be biased. The naive sample mean, 348.7 cells/mm3, thus may be an overestimate if,

indeed, subjects with poorer disease status are more likely to drop out.

For consistency with the standard notation at the end of Section 2.2, we represent the

models we now present by replacing C by R and Gr(Z) by Lj and by indexing visits by j in obvi-

ous fashion. For use with all estimators, logistic regression models for the discrete hazards at each j

were developed. The models involve main effects in elements of Lj , which were identified via sepa-

rate maximum likelihood fits at each j to the data on all subjects with R ≥ j using forward selection

with entry level of significance 0.15. We also considered other levels of significance, with no qual-

itative change in results. This yielded models λj(Lj , ψ) = expit(ψT
j L̃j), j = 1, . . . , 4, say, where

expit(u) = eu/(1 + eu), L̃j is the subset of elements of Lj selected, and ψ = (ψT
1 , . . . , ψT

4 )T .

Covariates included in each model are L̃1 = (Y1,age,drug,karnof,antidays,race,hist,symp), L̃2 =

(Y2,age,homo,drug,antidays,karnof), L̃3 = Y3, and L̃4 = (Y1,Y3,hemo,drug,karnof,race). Finding

the final maximum likelihood estimator ψ̂ then reduced to carrying out individual maximum likeli-

hood fits of these models for each j.

Noting that E{m(Z)|Lj} = E(Y |Lj) − β for each j, developing models hj(Lj , ξ) and

h∗j (Lj , ξj), j = 1, . . . , 4, for β̂opt∗ and β̂br∗, respectively, corresponds to developing models for

the regression of 96±5 week CD4 count on Lj ; i.e., for E(Y |Y1, . . . , Yj , X). To develop models

hj(Lj , ξ), we assumed that the longitudinal data follow the linear mixed model

Yij = α0i + α1itij + γT X̃i + eij , (2.17)

where, αi = (α0i, α1i)T ∼ N{(µα0, µα1)T , Σα}; eij ∼ N(0, σ2
e) are iid for all i, j; the αi,

i = 1, . . . , n, are independent of each other and all eij ; and X̃ =(weight,karnof,hist,symp) was

identified by fitting (2.17) by maximum likelihood with all of X included and retaining only those

elements for which the usual t-test of whether or not the associated coefficient is equal to zero

had p-value less than 0.05. Under (2.17), standard results for the multivariate normal distribu-

tion yield the required conditional expectations E(Y |Y1, . . . , Yj , X) = E(Y |Y1, . . . , Yj , X̃), all

of which depend on the common ξ = {µα0, µα1, vech(Σα)T , σ2
e , γ

T }T ; see Section 2.8.2. To

obtain the first version of β̂opt∗, β̂
(1)
opt∗, say, we estimated ξ in the implied models hj(Lj , ξ) us-

ing (2.15). For direct comparison of the Bang-Robins approach to the proposed method using

the same covariate information, we let h∗j (Lj , ξj) for each j be linear regression models includ-

ing main effects in all CD4 counts up through j and X̃ , and estimated the ξj by separate ordi-

nary least squares regressions for each j based on the observed data at j; denote the resulting
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estimator by β̂
(1)
br∗. For a second version of β̂br∗, denoted β̂

(2)
br∗, we instead considered for each j

all of Y1, . . . , Yj , X as potential main effects in linear models, and developed and fit these sep-

arately by ordinary least squares with forward selection on the elements of X . The resulting

h∗j (Lj , ξj) contained (age,karnof,race,gender,hist), (age,hemo,drug,karnof,antidays,gender,symp),

(age,hemo,karnof,gender), and (age,hemo,karnof) for j = 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively, along with (Y1, . . . , Yj).

We implemented both β̂
(1)
br∗and β̂

(2)
br∗ as described by Bang and Robins (2005, Section 3). A sec-

ond version of the proposed estimator, β̂
(2)
opt∗, was derived by, rather than taking ξ common across

j, letting the models implied by (2.17) for each j have j-specific parameters ξj . We then let

ξ = (ξT
1 , . . . , ξT

4 )T , and estimated ξ using (2.15). For all estimators, we obtained standard errors

(SEs) via the sandwich technique.

The resulting β̂ipw = 332.96, (SE 5.10), β̂
(1)
br∗ = 333.34 (4.96), β̂

(1)
opt∗ = 333.15 (4.90),

β̂
(2)
br∗ = 333.44 (4.96), and β̂

(2)
opt∗ = 333.35 (4.76). Recognizing that this is a single data set, it is

encouraging to note that the estimates are virtually identical, and, consistent with the theory, the

inverse probability weighted estimator is inefficient relative to the augmented inverse probability

weighted competitors on the basis of estimated SE; moreover, both versions of the proposed esti-

mator achieve or surpass the performance of the Bang and Robins estimators.

We deliberately chose the ACTG 175 study to demonstrate the methods because of a

unique feature that highlights explicitly the advantage of consideration of the more general setting

of monotone coarsening. Although subjects in the study did cease to attend clinic visits and pro-

vide CD4 counts after some time point, so effectively did “drop out” of the study with respect to

the response of interest, follow-up of all subjects continued beyond this point. Thus, additional

information on each subject throughout the entire 96-week period, regardless of whether or not s/he

ceased to attend clinic visits, is available, which we summarize in four time-dependent covariates

disij = I{subject i discontinued study treatment during (tj , tj+1]}, j = 1, . . . , 4; we did not in-

clude disj in the definitions of Lj in the foregoing analysis for illustrative simplicity, although we

certainly could have done so. Acknowledging the availability of these data takes this situation out of

the realm of the standard longitudinal dropout setting and notation at the end of Section 2.2, where

it is assumed that no data are available beyond visit j if the subject was last seen at j. However,

the present setting may still be cast as a case of monotone coarsening and these additional data

incorporated in the analysis, as we now demonstrate.

Reverting to the general notation in Section 2.2,

Z = (X,Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y, dis1, dis2, dis3, dis4);
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and, with C = r indicating that the subject last provided a CD4 count at visit r, we observe

Gr(Z) = (X,Y1, . . . , Yr,dis1,dis2,dis3,dis4), r = 1, . . . , 4, and G∞(Z) = Z for r = ∞. Clearly,

the coarsened data satisfy the monotonicity requirement. This demonstrates the general principle

that one need not think strictly temporally in characterizing monotone missingness in longitudinal

data.

We illustrate by calculating β̂opt∗ and β̂br∗ as follows. For both estimators, we derived the

discrete hazard models by the same strategy as in the previous analysis, considering all elements

of Gr(Z) as possible main effects in the linear predictor of a logistic regression model for each r

and retaining a subset by forward selection. This yielded logistic regression models λr{Gr(Z), ψr),

with main effects for

(Y1, age, drug, karnof, antidays, race, hist,symp),

(Y2, age, homo, drug, antidays, karnof, dis1, dis2),

(Y3, dis1, dis2),

(Y1, Y3, hemo, karnof, race, dis2, dis4)

for r = 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively. To derive models hr{Gr(Z), ξ) for β̂opt∗, we used the form of

E(Y |X, Y1, . . . , Yr,dis1,dis2,dis3,dis4) implied by the linear mixed model Yir = α0i + α1itir +

γT X̃i + φ1I(r ≥ 3)disi2 + φ2I(r = 5)disi4 + eir, where the random effects and within-subject

deviations are normal as above, and now X̃ = (weight,karnof,symp); see Section 2.8.2. The com-

mon ξ = {µα0, µα1, vech(Σα)T , σ2
e , γ

T , φ1, φ2}T was then estimated via (2.15). For β̂br∗, we took

h∗r{Gr(Z), ξr} = γT
r X̃+φ1,rdis2+φ2,rdis4+ζT

r (Y1, . . . , Yr), so ξr = (γT
r , φ1,r, φ2,r, ζ

T
r )T , which

was estimated by ordinary least squares for each r. Using these estimated discrete hazards to also

calculate β̂ipw, β̂ipw = 325.32 (5.80), β̂opt∗ = 328.10 (5.05), and β̂br∗ = 327.46 (5.49). As before,

performance of the estimators based on estimated SEs is consistent with the theory.

2.6 Simulation studies

We carried out several simulations to assess the performance of the proposed methods in

the case of a longitudinal study with dropout, which we describe using the standard notation at the

end of Section 2.2. To obtain data for subject i, i = 1, . . . , n, we generated baseline covariates

corresponding to t1 = 0 as Xi = (Xi1, Xi2)T , where Xi1 ∼ N(5, 1), and Xi2 = 0 or 1 with

probability 0.5. For visit times (t1, t2, t3) = (0, 1, 2), we generated longitudinal responses via
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the mixed model Yij = α0i + α1itij + γT Xi + eij , where (α0i, α1i)T ∼ N{(1.0, 2.5)T ,Σ},

vech(Σ) = (0.3, 0.1, 0.2)T , γ = (1,−1)T , and eij ∼ N(0, 1). Thus, L1 = (X, Y1), L2 = Y2,

and L3 = Y3 = Y . As in ACTG 175, we focus on estimation of β = E(Y ) = 10.5. This set-

up implies that, in truth, E(Y |L1) = γT X + µ1(X,Y1, Y2) + t3µ2(X, Y1, Y2) and E(Y |L2) =

γT X + µ3(X,Y1) + t3µ4(X,Y1), where the forms of the functions µ1, . . . , µ4 are given in Section

2.8.3. Dropout was induced according to the discrete hazards λ1(L1, ψ) = expit(ψ0 + ψ1,1U1) and

λ2(L2, ψ) = expit(ψ0 + ψ1,2U1 + ψ2,2U2), where U1 = I(Y1 > 5.8), U2 = I(Y2 > 6.2), and

ψ = (ψ0, ψ1,1, ψ1,2, ψ2,2)T = (−2.0, 2.5, 2.0, 2.5)T . This resulted in 36% and 70% missing Y2 and

Y on average, respectively. For each of the following situations, we estimated β by β̂ipw, β̂opt∗, and

β̂br∗.

We considered four scenarios corresponding to each possible combination of specifica-

tion of correct or incorrect regression models hj(Lj , ξ) and h∗j (Lj , ξj) for E(Y |Lj), j = 1, 2, and

correct or incorrect discrete hazard models λj(Lj , ψ). Incorrect discrete hazard models were spec-

ified by replacing U1 and U2 in the logistic regressions above by Y1 and Y2, respectively. Incorrect

models for E(Y |Lj) were specified eliminating all terms involving X and replacing Y1 and Y2 by

exp{(Y1/9)2} and (Y1 + 3)/ {1 + exp(Y2)} + 1 in the expressions for µ1, . . . , µ4 above. For all

methods, the correctly or incorrectly specified discrete hazard models were fit by maximum likeli-

hood. For β̂opt∗, the implied ξ in the correct or incorrect models was estimated based on (2.15); for

β̂br∗, the implied ξj in these models were estimated by separate ordinary least squares regressions

at each j. Each scenario was replicated for n = 500 and n = 1000, and 1000 Monte Carlo data sets

were generated for each sample size-scenario combination.

The results are presented in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. All estimators show inconsequential

bias, although the Monte Carlo biases for β̂ipw when the discrete hazards are modeled incorrectly

and for β̂opt∗ and β̂br∗ when both sets of models are incorrect for the most part show a trend consis-

tent with the theory. Not surprisingly, when both sets of models are correct, β̂opt∗ and β̂br∗ exhibit

virtually identical performance and demonstrated considerable efficiency gains over β̂ipw. When

the discrete hazards are correctly specified but the regression models are not, the proposed esti-

mator shows improved performance on the basis of efficiency over that of Bang and Robins, as

expected from its construction. In the converse case, performance of the two estimators is com-

parable. When both sets of models are incorrect, β̂opt∗ shows a substantial gain in efficiency over

β̂br∗ also, consistent with results of Chapter 1 in a much simpler setting. In all cases except when

both sets of models are misspecified, leading to estimated SEs that do not reflect the true sampling
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Table 2.1: Simulation results based on 1000 Monte Carlo replications. Bias is Monte Carlo bias,
RMSE is root mean square error, MCSD is Monte Carlo standard deviation, AveSE is average
of sandwich standard errors, Cov is Monte Carlo coverage of 95% Wald confidence intervals, R
denotes regression models, and DH denotes discrete hazard models. True value of β = 10.5.
Smallest, median, second largest, and largest standard errors for entries in Table1 2.1, 2.2: Bias,
(0.019, 0.033, 0.067, 0.077); AveSE, (0.004, 0.022, 0.086, 0.340); Cov, (0.007, 0.008, 0.010, 0.011).

Bias RMSE MCSD AveSE Cov
n = 500

R correct, DH correct
β̂ipw 0.00 1.37 1.37 1.31 0.94
β̂br∗ 0.00 0.86 0.86 0.90 0.95
β̂opt∗ -0.01 0.86 0.86 0.89 0.95

R correct, DH incorrect
β̂ipw 0.70 2.53 2.43 1.41 0.92
β̂br∗ 0.02 1.03 1.03 1.02 0.95
β̂opt∗ 0.01 1.04 1.04 1.14 0.94

R incorrect, DH correct
β̂ipw 0.00 1.37 1.37 1.31 0.94
β̂br∗ 0.04 1.11 1.11 1.01 0.94
β̂opt∗ -0.02 1.04 1.04 1.10 0.94

R incorrect, DH incorrect
β̂ipw 0.70 2.53 2.43 1.41 0.92
β̂br∗ 0.17 2.52 2.51 1.17 0.94
β̂opt∗ -0.31 1.51 1.48 1.89 0.88

variability, confidence intervals based on all estimators for the most part achieve nominal coverage.

Overall, these results indicate that the proposed method performs as advertised and is an attractive

alternative to competing estimators.



Table 2.2: Simulation results based on 1000 Monte Carlo replications. Bias is Monte Carlo bias,
RMSE is root mean square error, MCSD is Monte Carlo standard deviation, AveSE is average
of sandwich standard errors, Cov is Monte Carlo coverage of 95% Wald confidence intervals, R
denotes regression models, and DH denotes discrete hazard models. True value of β = 10.5.
Smallest, median, second largest, and largest standard errors for entries in Table1 2.1, 2.2: Bias,
(0.019, 0.033, 0.067, 0.077); AveSE, (0.004, 0.022, 0.086, 0.340); Cov, (0.007, 0.008, 0.010, 0.011).

Bias RMSE MCSD AveSE Cov
n = 1000

R correct, DH correct
β̂ipw −0.03 0.85 0.85 0.87 0.94
β̂br∗ −0.02 0.60 0.60 0.58 0.95
β̂opt∗ -0.01 0.60 0.60 0.61 0.95

R correct, DH incorrect
β̂ipw 0.79 2.07 1.91 1.16 0.94
β̂br∗ −0.01 0.61 0.61 0.60 0.95
β̂opt∗ -0.03 0.64 0.64 0.66 0.95

R incorrect, DH correct
β̂ipw −0.03 0.85 0.85 0.87 0.94
β̂br∗ 0.01 0.81 0.81 0.83 0.94
β̂opt∗ -0.04 0.72 0.72 0.73 0.94

R incorrect, DH incorrect
β̂ipw 0.79 2.07 1.91 1.16 0.94
β̂br∗ 0.03 2.11 2.11 1.71 0.90
β̂opt∗ -0.39 1.51 1.46 1.39 0.85

2.7 Discussion

We have proposed an approach to constructing doubly robust estimators for general semi-

parametric full data-model parameters of interest based on data that are subject to monotone coars-

ening under the assumption that the coarsening is at random. A key special case is that of longitu-

dinal data subject to missing at random dropout. The methods extend the ideas of Chapter 1, which

focus on estimation of a single population mean response when the response may be missing at

random to this more general setting. As in this simpler case, the proposed estimator is designed to

equal or exeeed the efficiency of other doubly robust estimators, such as those of Bang and Robins
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(2005), when models describing the coarsening mechanism are correctly specified, even when re-

gression models that are incorporated to increase efficiency are not. In contrast to dire simulation

results presented by Kang and Schafer (2007), our empirical studies show that doubly robust estima-

tors need not exhibit poor performance in this setting, even when both sets of models are incorrectly

specified, with our proposed estimator substantially outperforming a competing method on the basis

of efficiency, and is no more difficult to implement.

2.8 Details

2.8.1 Derivation of approximate standard errors via the sandwich method

We provide expressions required to calculate the asymptotic variances of the three esti-

mators for β (p× 1) considered in this chapter: β̂ipw, β̂br∗, and β̂opt∗. Let τ be the collection of un-

known parameters involved in obtaining the estimators for β; in particular, τ = (ψT , βT )T for β̂ipw,

τ = (ψT , ξT
1 , ..., ξT

M , βT )T for β̂br∗ , and τ = (ψT , ξT , θT , βT )T for β̂opt∗ . The estimator for τ , τ̂ , in

each case can be obtained by solving a set of M-estimating equations given by
∑n

i=1 ρi(τ) = 0 (Ste-

fanski and Boos, 2002), where the last p entries of ρi(τ) correspond to the estimating equation for β,

and ρi(τ) is defined for each estimator below. Let An = n−1
∑n

i=1 Ai = n−1
∑n

i=1 ∂/∂τ{ρi(τ)},

and Bn = n−1
∑n

i=1 ρi(τ)ρT
i (τ). Following standard theory, the asymptotic covariance matrix of

τ̂ can be approximated by the empirical sandwich matrix Vn = n−1A−1
n Bn(A−1

n )T . Therefore, the

asymptotic variances of the three estimators can be approximated by the lower, rightmost diagonal

(p × p) submatrix of the corresponding matrix Vn. We present the form of ρi(τ) and Ai for each

of the estimators, from which the form of Vn may be calculated. The desired diagonal submatrix

of Vn may then be obtained numerically, with the required matrix inversion carried out by standard

routines.

Throughout, we assume that λr {Gr(Z), ψr}, r = 1, . . . , M , are logistic regression

models, and ψ = (ψT
1 , ..., ψT

M )T are estimated via separate maximum likelihood fits for each

r = 1, . . . ,M , where X̃i,r is a row vector consisting of the covariates used in the modeling of
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λr {Gr(Zi), ψr}, including a “1” for the intercept term. For β̂ipw, ρi(τ) is given by

ρi(τ) =




M∑

r=1

dMC {r,Gr(Zi), ψ}
Kr {Gr(Zi), ψ}

Kr−1 {Gr(Zi), ψ}λrψ{Gr(Zi), ψ}
λr {Gr(Zi), ψ}

I(Ci = ∞)m(Zi, β)
π(∞, Zi, ψ)




=




dMC {1, G1(Zi), ψ1} X̃T
i,1

...

dMC {M,GM (Zi), ψM} X̃T
i,M

I(Ci = ∞)m(Zi, β)
π(∞, Zi, ψ)




,

and Ai is given by

Ai =




Di,1 0 · · · · · · · · · 0

0
. . . 0 · · · · · · 0

0 0 Di,r 0 · · · 0

0 · · · 0
. . . 0 0

0 · · · · · · 0 Di,M 0

Ei,1 · · · Ei,r · · · Ei,M Di,β




,

where

Di,r = −I(Ci ≥ r)λr {Gr(Zi), ψr} [1− λr {Gr(Zi), ψr}] X̃T
i,rX̃i,r, r = 1, . . . , M,

Ei,r =
I(Ci = ∞)m(Zi, β)

π(∞, Zi, ψ)
λr {Gr(Zi), ψr} X̃i,r, r = 1, . . . ,M,

Di,β =
I(Ci = ∞)
π(∞, Zi, ψ)

mβ(Zi, β),

and mβ(Zi, β) is a column vector of partial derivatives of m(Zi, β) with respect to β.

We implemented β̂br∗ as described in Bang and Robins (2005); i.e., we added as a co-

variate K̂−1
r

{
Gr(Z), ψ̂1, . . . , ψ̂r

}
in the conditional mean functions h∗r{Gr(Z), ξr} correspond-

ing to a generalized linear model with canonical link, where K̂−1
r

{
Gr(Z), ψ̂1, . . . , ψ̂r

}
is an

estimate for the true cumulative hazard K−1
r {Gr(Z), ψ1, . . . , ψr}, r = 1, . . . ,M . We write

the new conditional mean function including additional covariate K̂−1
r

{
Gr(Z), ψ̂1, . . . , ψ̂r

}
as
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h∗r{Gr(Z), ψ1, ..., ψr, ξr, β}. For this estimator, ρi(τ) is given by

ρi(τ) =




dMC {1, G1(Zi), ψ1} X̃T
i,1

...

dMC {M, GM (Zi), ψM} X̃T
i,M

I(Ci > 1) [h∗2 {G2(Zi), ψ1, ψ2, ξ2, β} − h∗1 {G1(Zi), ψ1, ξ1, β}]
×h∗1,ψ1,ξ1

{G1(Zi), ψ1, ξ1, β}
...

I(Ci > M) [m(Zi, β)− h∗M {GM (Zi), ψ, ξM , β}]
×h∗M,ψ,ξM

{GM (Zi), ψ, ξM , β}
h∗1 {G1(Zi), ψ1, ξ1, β}




,

where h∗r,ψ1,...,ψr,ξr
{Gr(Zi), ψ1, ..., ψr, ξr, β} is the column vector of partial derivatives of

h∗r {Gr(Zi), ψ1, ..., ψr, ξr, β} with respect to ψ1, ..., ψr, ξr, r = 1, ...,M .

The matrix Ai is given by

Ai =




A1i

A2i

A3i


 , A1i =




Di,1 0 · · · · · · · · · 0

0
. . . 0 · · · · · · 0

0 0 Di,r 0 · · · 0

0 · · · 0
. . . 0 0

0 · · · · · · 0 Di,M 0




,

and A3i =
(

F1,i 0 · · · 0 F2,i 0 · · · 0 F3,i

)
,

where

Di,r = −I(Ci ≥ r)λr {Gr(Zi), ψr} [1− λr {Gr(Zi), ψr}] X̃T
i,rX̃i,r, r = 1, . . . , M,

F1,i = h∗1,ψ1
{G1(Zi), ψ1, ξ1, β} , F2,i = h∗1,ξ1 {G1(Zi), ψ1, ξ1, β} ,

F3,i = h∗1,β {G1(Zi), ψ1, ξ1, β} ;

i.e., F1,i, F2,i, F3,i are partial derivatives of h∗1 {G1(Zi), ψ1, ξ1, β} with respect to ψ1, ξ1, and β,
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respectively. The A2i term involves the partial derivatives of the column vector

ρ2,i(τ) =




I(Ci > 1) [h∗2 {G2(Zi), ψ1, ψ2, ξ2, β} − h∗1 {G1(Zi), ψ1, ξ1, β}]
×h∗1,ψ1,ξ1

{G1(Zi), ψ1, ξ1, β}
...

I(Ci > M) [m(Zi, β)− h∗M {GM (Zi), ψ, ξM , β}]
×h∗M,ψ,ξM

{GM (Zi), ψ, ξM , β}




with respect to τ . Often in practice, it is cumbersome to obtain the analytical derivatives of ρ2,i(τ)

with respect to τ . In our implementation, we used numerical derivatives as an approximation to the

analytical derivatives. For example, to calculate the derivative of ρ2,i(τ) with respect to the kth el-

ement of τ , we used a one-sided numerical approximation of the form {ρ2,i(τ + ε1k)− ρ2,i(τ)} /ε

for small enough ε > 0, where 1k is a column vector with 1 on the kth entry and all other entries 0.

For β̂opt∗ , ρi(τ) is given by

ρi(τ) =




dMC {1, G1(Zi), ψ1} X̃T
i,1

...

dMC {M, GM (Zi), ψM} X̃T
i,M∑M

r=1 I(Ci > r)q̃r

{
Gr(Zi), ξ̃, ψ

}[
h̃r+1

{
Gr+1(Zi), ξ̃, ψ

}
− h̃r

{
Gr(Zi), ξ̃, ψ

}]

I(Ci = ∞)m(Zi, β)
π(∞, Zi, ψ)

+
M∑

r=1

dMc {r,Gr(Zi), ψ}
Kr {Gr(Zi), ψ} hr {Gr(Zi), ξ}




,

where

h̃r{Gr(Zi), ξ̃} = hr {Gr(Zi), ξ} − θT Kr−1 {Gr(Zi), ψ}λrψ{Gr(Zi), ψ}
λr {Gr(Zi), ψ} ,

q̃r

{
Gr(Zi), ξ̃, ψ

}
= −[Kr {Gr(Zi), ψ}]−1

r∑

j=1

λj {Gj(Zi), ψ}
Kj {Gj(Zi), ψ}


 h̃jξ

{
Gj(Zi), ξ̃, ψ

}

h̃jθ

{
Gj(Zi), ξ̃, ψ

}

 ,

h̃jθ

{
Gj(Zi), ξ̃, ψ

}
= −Kj−1 {Gj(Zi), ψ}λjψ {Gj(Zi), ψ} /λj {Gj(Zi), ψ} ,

h̃jξ

{
Gj(Zi), ξ̃, ψ

}
= hjξ {Gj(Zi), ξ, ψ} .
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The matrix Ai is given by

Ai =


 A1i

A2i


 , A1i =




Di,1 0 · · · · · · · · · 0

0
. . . 0 · · · · · · 0

0 0 Di,r 0 · · · 0

0 · · · 0
. . . 0 0

0 · · · · · · 0 Di,M 0




,

and

A2i =
(

∂/∂τ {ρ3,i(τ)}
)

,

where

Di,r = −I(Ci ≥ r)λr {Gr(Zi), ψr} [1− λr {Gr(Zi), ψr}] X̃T
i,rX̃i,r, r = 1, . . . , M,

ρ3,i(τ) =




∑M
r=1 I(Ci > r)q̃r

{
Gr(Zi), ξ̃, ψ

} [
h̃r+1

{
Gr+1(Zi), ξ̃, ψ

}
− h̃r

{
Gr(Zi), ξ̃, ψ

}]

I(Ci = ∞)m(Zi, β)
π(∞, Zi, ψ)

+
M∑

r=1

dMc {r,Gr(Zi), ψ}
Kr {Gr(Zi), ψ} hr {Gr(Zi), ξ}


 .

Analogous to the strategy for β̂br∗ , in our implementation, we used numerical derivatives as an

approximation to the analytical derivatives of ρ3,i(τ) with respect to τ .

2.8.2 Derivation of conditional expectations implied by assumed mixed models in
Section 2.5

We derive the required conditional expectations E(Y |Y1, . . . , Yj , X̃) for j = 1, . . . , 4 im-

plied by model (17) in Section 2.5. The random vector Ψ = (α0, α1, e1, e2, e3, e4)T has multivariate

normal distribution with mean µ and variance Σ, where

µ = (µα0, µα1, 01×4)
T , Σ =


 Σα 02×4

04×2 σ2
eI4


 ,

0a×b is a zero matrix with dimension (a × b), and Ia is an (a × a) identity matrix. Therefore, the

distribution of (α0, α1, Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4)T , conditional on X̃ , follows multivariate normal distribution

with mean µ̃ = Aµ + c and variance Σ̃ = AΣAT , where

A = I6 +


 02×2 02×4

A21 04×4


 , A21 =


 1 1 1 1

t1 t2 t3 t4




T

, and c = γT X̃


 02×1

14×1


 .
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Hence, the conditional mean is given by

E(Y |Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, X̃) = E(Y5|Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, X̃)

= γT X + E(α0|Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, X̃) + t5E(α1|Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, X̃).

To calculate the conditional mean E(αk|Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, X̃), k = 0, 1, we use the following property

of multivariate normal distribution. Suppose (XT
1 , XT

2 )T follows a N(υ, Ω) distribution. If υ and

Ω are partitioned correspondingly as follows:

υ =


 υ1

υ2


 and Ω =


 Ω11 Ω12

Ω21 Ω22


 ,

then (X1|X2 = a) ∼ N(ῡ,Ω), where ῡ = υ1 + Ω12Ω−1
22 (a − υ2). Straightforward application of

the above property yields

E
{

(α0, α1)T |Y1, ..., Y4, X̃
}

= µ̃1:2 + Σ̃1:2,3:6Σ̃−1
3:6,3:6

{
(Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4)T − µ̃3:6

}
,

where µ̃a:b is a column vector consisting of ath to bth entries of µ̃, and Σ̃a:b,m:n is the submatrix of

Σ̃ with rows a to b and columns m to n. Therefore the conditional expectation is

E(Y |Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, X̃) = γT X̃ + (1, t5)
[
µ̃1:2 + Σ̃1:2,3:6Σ̃−1

3:6,3:6

{
(Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4)T − µ̃3:6

}]
.

Similarly,

E(Y |Y1, Y2, Y3, X̃) = γT X̃ + (1, t5)
[
µ̃1:2 + Σ̃1:2,3:5Σ̃−1

3:5,3:5

{
(Y1, Y2, Y3)T − µ̃3:5

}]
,

E(Y |Y1, Y2, X̃) = γT X̃ + (1, t5)
[
µ̃1:2 + Σ̃1:2,3:4Σ̃−1

3:4,3:4

{
(Y1, Y2)T − µ̃3:4

}]
,

E(Y |Y1, X̃) = γT X̃ + (1, t5)
{

µ̃1:2 + Σ̃1:2,3:3Σ̃−1
3:3,3:3 (Y1 − µ̃3:3)

}
.

Next, we provide the derivation of the conditional expectations

E(Y |Y1, . . . , Yj , X̃, dis1, dis2, dis3, dis4)

for j = 1, . . . , 4 implied by assumed linear mixed model used in the second, general coarsened

data analysis in Section 2.5; i.e., we assumed that, for r = 1, ..., 5, the data follow the linear mixed

model

Yir = α0i + α1itir + γT X̃i + φ1I(r ≥ 3)disi2 + φ2I(r = 5)disi4 + eir,
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where the random effects and within-subject deviations are normal as above, and now X̃ consists of

weight, karnof, and symp.

Following the same logic as above, the distribution of (α0, α1, Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4)T , condi-

tional on (X̃, dis1, dis2, dis3, dis4), follows multivariate normal distribution with mean µ̃∗ = Aµ+ c̃

and variance Σ̃ = AΣAT , where A,µ,Σ, Σ̃ are the same as above, and

c̃ =
(
01×2, γ

T X̃, γT X̃, γT X̃ + φ1dis2, γ
T X̃ + φ1dis2

)T
.

The conditional expectations are given as follows:

E(Y |Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, X̃, dis1, dis2, dis3, dis4)

= γT X̃ + φ1dis2 + φ2dis4 + (1, t5)
[
µ̃∗1:2 + Σ̃1:2,3:6Σ̃−1

3:6,3:6

{
(Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4)T − µ̃∗3:6

}]
,

E(Y |Y1, Y2, Y3, X̃, dis1, dis2, dis3, dis4)

= γT X̃ + φ1dis2 + φ2dis4 + (1, t5)
[
µ̃∗1:2 + Σ̃1:2,3:5Σ̃−1

3:5,3:5

{
(Y1, Y2, Y3)T − µ̃∗3:5

}]
,

E(Y |Y1, Y2, X̃, dis1, dis2, dis3, dis4)

= γT X̃ + φ1dis2 + φ2dis4 + (1, t5)
[
µ̃∗1:2 + Σ̃1:2,3:4Σ̃−1

3:4,3:4

{
(Y1, Y2)T − µ̃∗3:4

}]
,

E(Y |Y1, X̃, dis1, dis2, dis3, dis4)

= γT X̃ + φ1dis2 + φ2dis4 + (1, t5)
{

µ̃∗1:2 + Σ̃1:2,3:3Σ̃−1
3:3,3:3 (Y1 − µ̃∗3:3)

}
.

2.8.3 Derivation of conditional expectations implied by assumed mixed model in Sec-
tion 2.6

We derive the required conditional expectations E(Y |Lj) for j = 1, 2 implied by the

model used in Section 2.6. The model implies that, in truth,

E
(
Y |L2

)
= E

{
E(Y |L2, α0, α1)|L2

}
= γT X + µ1(X,Y1, Y2) + t3µ2(X, Y1, Y2),

where µ1(X,Y1, Y2) = E (α0|X, Y1, Y2), and µ2(X,Y1, Y2) = E (α1|X, Y1, Y2).

Thus, we need to calculate the conditional distribution of α0, α1 given X,Y1, Y2. The

joint density of (α0, α1, X, Y1, Y2)T is given by

f(α0, α1, X, Y1, Y2) = f(Y2|α0, α1, X, Y1)f(Y1|α0, α1, X)f(X)f(α0, α1)
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Therefore,

f(α0, α1|X,Y1, Y2) =
f(α0, α1, X, Y1, Y2)∫

f(α0, α1, X, Y1, Y2)dα0dα1

=
f(Y2|α0, α1, X, Y1)f(Y1|α0, α1, X)f(α0, α1)∫

f(Y2|α0, α1, X, Y1)f(Y1|α0, α1, X)f(α0, α1)dα0dα1
.

As a consequence,

f(α0, α1|X, Y1, Y2) ∝ f(Y2|α0, α1, X, Y1)f(Y1|α0, α1, X)f(α0, α1).

After some algebra, it can be shown that, if we let a = σ22/(σ11σ22 − σ2
12), b =

−σ12/(σ11σ22 − σ2
12), c = σ11/(σ11σ22 − σ2

12), g1(X, Y1, Y2) = aµα0 + bµα1 + (Y2 + Y1 −
2γT X)/σ2

e , and g2(X, Y1, Y2) = bµα0 + cµα1 + (Y2 − γT X)/σ2
e , then

µ2(X, Y1, Y2) = E(α1|Z, Y1, Y2) =
g1(X,Y1, Y2)

(
b + 1/σ2

e

)− g2(X, Y1, Y2)
(
a + 2/σ2

e

)

(b + 1/σ2
e)

2 − (c + 1/σ2
e) (a + 2/σ2

e)
,

µ1(X, Y1, Y2) = E(α0|Z, Y1, Y2) =
g2(X,Y1, Y2)− µ2(X,Y1, Y2)

(
c + 1/σ2

e

)

b + 1/σ2
e

.

Similarly, we have

E
(
Y |L1

)
= E

{
E(Y |L1, α0, α1)|L1

}
= γT X + µ3(X,Y1) + t3µ4(X, Y1),

where µ3(X,Y1) = E (α0|X,Y1), and µ4(X, Y1) = E (α1|X,Y1). Letting d = bµα0 + cµα1 ,

g3(X,Y1) = aµα0 + bµα1 + (Y1 − γT X)/σ2
e , we have

µ3(X,Y1) = E(α0|X, Y1) =
g3(X, Y1) · c− d · b(

a + 1/σ2
e

)
c− b2

,

µ4(X,Y1) = E(α1|X, Y1) =
d− µ3(X, Y1) · b

c
.
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SAS CODE FOR CHAPTER 1

Modeling missingness mechanism by enhanced propensity score model

%\begin{verbatim}

%let S=1000;

%let n=1000;

data enhanced (keep = z1 z2 z3 z4 y p R x1 x2 x3 x4 iter);

seed1 = 12 ;

seed2 = 123 ;

seed3 = 1234 ;

seed4 = 12345 ;

seed5=123456;

seed6=1234567;

do iter = 1 to &S;

do i=1 to &n;

z1=rannor(seed1);

z2=rannor(seed2);

z3=rannor(seed3);

z4=rannor(seed4);

y=210+27.4*z1+13.7*z2+13.7*z3+13.7*z4+rannor(seed5);

p=exp(-z1+0.5*z2-0.25*z3-0.1*z4)/(1+exp(-z1+0.5*z2-0.25*z3-0.1*z4));

R=ranbin(seed6,1,p);

y=y*R;

x1=exp(z1/2);

x2=z2/(1+exp(z1))+10;

x3=(z1*z3/25+0.6)**3;

x4=(z2+z4+20)**2;

output ;

end ;

end;

run;

PROC SORT ;

by iter;
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proc logistic data=enhanced descending outest=parms noprint;

model R=z1 z2 z3 z4;

by iter;

output out=prob predicted=phat;

run;

/* parameters from the logistic regression */

data parms;

set parms;

keep Intercept z1 z2 z3 z4 iter;

run;

/* predicted values from logistic model fitting*/

data prob;

set prob;

keep iter phat;

run;

proc reg data=enhanced outest=lmparms noprint;

model y=z1 z2 z3 z4;

where R=1;

by iter;

run;

data lmparms;

set lmparms;

keep Intercept z1 z2 z3 z4 iter;

run;

proc iml;

a=j(&n,1,1.);

/* define P(R=1 | x) : enhanced ps model*/

start logistic(theta) global(z,a,z_new);

temp1=z_new * theta‘;
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theta2=theta[2:6];

temp2=z * theta2;

f=1-exp(temp1)/(1+exp(temp2));

f=f‘;

return(f);

finish logistic;

/* define the constraints */

start constrain(theta) global(z,a,z_new);

temp1=z_new * theta‘;

theta2=theta[2:6];

temp2=z * theta2;

f=j(2*&n,1,.);

f[1:&n,]=1-exp(temp1)/(1+exp(temp2))-0.02;

f[(&n+1):(&n*2),]=exp(temp1)/(1+exp(temp2))-0.02;

f=f‘;

return(f);

finish constrain;

/* define the likelihood to be maximized */

start likelh(theta) global(z,R,a,z_new);

temp=logistic(theta);

f=(log(temp))*R+(log(1-temp))*(1-R);

return(f);

finish likelh;

/*derivatives of the log-likelihood (i.e., the score vector) to be used

in the optimazation procedure*/

start glike(theta) global(z,R,a,z_new);

theta2=theta[2:6];

temp=logistic(theta);

g=j(1,6,.);

g[1]=-1/temp *R+&n;

temp2=z * theta2;

denom=(1+exp(temp2‘))#temp;
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g[2]=-(z[,1]‘/denom)*(R-temp‘);

g[3]=-(z[,2]‘/denom)*(R-temp‘);

g[4]=-(z[,3]‘/denom)*(R-temp‘);

g[5]=-(z[,4]‘/denom)*(R-temp‘);

g[6]=-(z[,5]‘/denom)*(R-temp‘);

return(g);

finish glike;

/* Initialize a dataset to store: simulation number, parameter estimates

and fitted values. */

sdata=j(&S, &n+7, 0.) ;

index=0;

muhat=0;

muhat_tan=0;

muhat_proj=0;

sddr=0;

sdtan=0;

sdproj=0;

flag_dr=0;

flag_tan=0;

flag_proj=0;

do i=1 to &S;

/* read in the ith simulation data */

use enhanced;

read all Var{iter z1 z2 z3 z4 y p R x1 x2 x3 x4} where (iter=i)

into fullmat;

z=j(&n,5,0);

z[,1]=a;

z[,2:5]=fullmat[,2:5];

x=j(&n,5,0);

x[,1]=a;

x[,2:5]=fullmat[,9:12];
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R=fullmat[,8];

z_new=a||z;

y=fullmat[,6];

/* initial values for nlpqn */

x0=j(6,1,0);

use parms;

read all var{iter Intercept z1 z2 z3 z4} where (iter=i) into est

_logit;

est_mle=est_logit[2:6];

x0[2:6]=-est_mle;

epsilon={0,0,0,0,0,0};

x0=x0+epsilon;

optn=j(1,10,.); optn[1]=1; optn[2]=0; optn[10]=2*&n;

call nlpqn(rc,xres,"likelh",x0,optn,,,,,"glike") nlc="constrain

";

xopt1=xres‘;

xpt=x0||xopt1;

*print xpt;

index=index || i;

sdata[i,1]=i;

sdata[i,2:7]=xres;

temp1_new=z_new * xres‘;

theta2_new=xres[2:6];

temp2_new=z * theta2_new;

temp_new=1-exp(temp1_new)/(1+exp(temp2_new));

sdata[i,8:(&n+7)]=temp_new‘;

pihat=sdata[i,8:(&n+7)];

/* read in the data from the partial lm fit and find predicted

values and residuals */
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use lmparms;

read all var{iter Intercept z1 z2 z3 z4} where (iter=i)

into est_lm;

est_lm=est_lm[2:6];

/* fitted values and residuals */

fitted=z*est_lm;

resid=y-fitted;

mu_temp=sum(fitted)/&n + sum(R#resid/pihat‘)/&n;

muhat=muhat //mu_temp;

/*compute the standard error of DR estimator using emipirical

sandwich covariance matrix.

form joint estimating equation with respect to gamma

_0, gamma_1, beta and mu.

var=inv(A_n)*B_n*inv(A_n)ˆT/n . */

/*First we compute the matrix B_n by defining the m-estimating

equation and then taking the product */

B_n=j(12,12,0);

do s=1 to &n;

m_temp=j(12,1,0);

m_temp[1]=(R[s]-pihat[s])/pihat[s];

m_temp[2:6]=m_temp[1]#z[s,]‘/(1+exp(temp2_new

[s]));

m_temp[7:11]=R[s] # resid[s] # z[s,]‘;

m_temp[12]=R[s] # resid[s]/pihat[s]+fitted[s] - mu_temp;

B_n=B_n+m_temp*m_temp‘;

end;

B_n=B_n/&n;

/*Then we compute the matrix A_n by taking the derivatives of

the m-estimating equations. */

s=1;

A_n=j(12,12,0);
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do s=1 to &n;

a_temp=j(12,12,0);

a_temp[1,1]=R[s]#(pihat[s]-1)/pihat[s]##2;

a_temp[1,2:6]=a_temp[1]#z[s,]/(1+exp(temp2_new

[s]));

a_temp[2:6,1]=a_temp[1,2:6]‘;

a_temp[2:6,2:6]=(a_temp[1] + (R[s]-pihat[s])#exp(temp2_new

[s])/pihat[s])/(1+exp(temp2_new[s]))##2 # z[s,]‘*z[s,];

a_temp[7:11,7:11]=R[s]#z[s,]‘*z[s,];

a_temp[12,1]=a_temp[1,1]#resid[s];

a_temp[12,2:6]=a_temp[1,2:6]#resid[s];

a_temp[12,7:11]=(R[s]-pihat[s])/pihat[s]#z[s

,];

a_temp[12,12]=1;

A_n=A_n+a_temp;

end;

A_n=A_n/&n;

A_inv=inv(A_n);

V_n=A_inv*B_n*A_inv‘/&n;

sddr_temp=sqrt(V_n[12,12]);

sddr=sddr//sddr_temp;

ci_low=mu_temp-1.96*sddr_temp;

ci_up=mu_temp+1.96*sddr_temp;

if ci_low<210 & 210<ci_up then

flag_dr=flag_dr+1;

/*Compute weights and do Tan’s estimator*/

rindex=0;

do k=1 to &n;

if R[k]>0 then

rindex=rindex//k;

end;

rindex=rindex[2:nrow(rindex)];
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weights=(R-pihat‘)/pihat‘##2;

weights=weights[rindex];

/*specify matrix, and compute wls estimats */

weights=diag(weights);

wz=z[rindex,];

wy=y[rindex];

est_tan=inv(wz‘*weights*wz)*wz‘*weights*wy;

fitted_tan=z*est_tan;

resid_tan=y-fitted_tan;

mu_temptan=sum(fitted_tan)/&n + sum(R#resid_tan/pihat

‘)/&n;

muhat_tan=muhat_tan //mu_temptan;

/*First we compute the matrix B_n by defining the m-estimating

equation and then taking the product */

B_tan=j(12,12,0);

s=1;

weight_new=(R-pihat‘)/pihat‘##2;

do s=1 to &n;

m_temp=j(12,1,0);

m_temp[1]=(R[s]-pihat[s])/pihat[s];

m_temp[2:6]=m_temp[1]#z[s,]‘/(1+exp(temp2_new

[s]));

m_temp[7:11]=weight_new[s]# R[s] # resid_tan[s] # z[s

,]‘;

m_temp[12]=R[s] # resid_tan[s]/pihat[s]+fitted_tan[s] -

mu_temptan;

B_tan=B_tan+m_temp*m_temp‘;

end;

B_tan=B_tan/&n;

/*Then we compute the matrix A_n by taking the derivatives of

the m-estimating equations. */
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s=1;

A_tan=j(12,12,0);

do s=1 to &n;

a_temp=j(12,12,0);

a_temp[1,1]=R[s]#(pihat[s]-1)/pihat[s]##2;

a_temp[1,2:6]=a_temp[1]#z[s,]/(1+exp(temp2_new

[s]));

a_temp[2:6,1]=a_temp[1,2:6]‘;

a_temp[2:6,2:6]=(a_temp[1] + (R[s]-pihat[s])#exp(temp2_new

[s])/pihat[s])/(1+exp(temp2_new[s]))##2 # z[s,]‘*z[s,];

a_temp[7:11,1]=a_temp[1,1]#(2-pihat[s])/pihat[s]#resid_tan

[s]#z[s,]‘;

a_temp[7:11,2:6]=a_temp[1,1]#(2-pihat[s])/(pihat[s

]#(1+exp(temp2_new[s])))#resid_tan[s]#z[s,]‘*z[s,];

a_temp[7:11,7:11]=weight_new[s]#R[s]#z[s,]‘*z[s,];

a_temp[12,1]=a_temp[1,1]#resid_tan[s];

a_temp[12,2:6]=a_temp[1,2:6]#resid_tan[s];

a_temp[12,7:11]=(R[s]-pihat[s])/pihat[s]#z[s

,];

a_temp[12,12]=1;

A_tan=A_tan+a_temp;

end;

A_tan=A_tan/&n;

A_taninv=inv(A_tan);

V_tan=A_taninv*B_tan*A_taninv‘/&n;

sdtan_temp=sqrt(V_tan[12,12]);

sdtan=sdtan//sdtan_temp;

citan_low=mu_temptan-1.96*sdtan_temp;

citan_up=mu_temptan+1.96*sdtan_temp;

if citan_low<210 & 210<citan_up then

flag_tan=flag_tan+1;
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/* compute the new projection estimator */

/* define the big matrix [X, pi_gamma/(1-pi)] */

pgamma=j(&n,6,0);

do s=1 to &n;

pgamma[s,1]=-1;

pgamma[s,2:6]=-z[s,]/(1+exp(temp2_new[s]));

end;

newmat=z || pgamma;

wnewmat=newmat[rindex,];

betac=ginv(wnewmat‘*weights*wnewmat)*wnewmat‘*weights*

wy;

beta=betac[1:5];

estc=betac[6:11];

fitted_proj=z*beta;

resid_proj=y-fitted_proj;

mu_tempproj=sum(fitted_proj)/&n + sum(R#resid_proj/pihat‘)/&n -

glike(xres) * estc/&n ;

muhat_proj=muhat_proj //mu_tempproj;

/* compute the standard error and coverage probability of the new

projection estimator */

/* define the matrix B_proj by taking the product of the M-vector

and sum them. */

B_proj=j(18,18,0);

s=1;

do s=1 to &n;

m_temp=j(18,1,0);

m_temp[1]=(R[s]-pihat[s])/pihat[s];

m_temp[2:6]=m_temp[1]#z[s,]‘/(1+exp(temp2_new[s]));

m_temp[7:17]=weight_new[s] # R[s]# (resid_proj[s] - pgamma[s,]*

estc )# newmat[s,]‘;

* m_temp[18]= R[s]*resid_proj[s]/pihat[s] + fitted_proj[s] -

pgamma[s,]*estc # (R[s]-pihat[s])/(pihat[s]-pihat[s]##2)-mu_

tempproj;

m_temp[18]= R[s]*resid_proj[s]/pihat[s] + fitted_proj[s] -
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pgamma[s,]*estc # (R[s]-pihat[s])/pihat[s]-mu_tempproj;

B_proj=B_proj+m_temp*m_temp‘;

end;

B_proj=B_proj/&n;

s=1;

A_proj=j(18,18,0);

do s=1 to &n;

a_temp=j(18,18,0);

a_temp[1,1]=R[s]#(pihat[s]-1)/pihat[s]##2;

a_temp[1,2:6]=a_temp[1]#z[s,]/(1+exp(temp2_new

[s]));

a_temp[2:6,1]=a_temp[1,2:6]‘;

a_temp[2:6,2:6]=(a_temp[1] + (R[s]-pihat[s])#exp(temp2_new

[s])/pihat[s])/(1+exp(temp2_new[s]))##2 # z[s,]‘*z[s,];

a_temp[7:17,1]=R[s]#(pihat[s]-2#R[s])#(1-pihat[s])#(resid_

proj[s] - pgamma[s,]*estc)#newmat[s,]‘/pihat[s]##3;

tempmat=j(6,5,0);

tempmat[2:6,]=exp(temp2_new[s])/(1+exp(temp2_

new[s]))##2 # z[s,]‘*z[s,];

a_temp[7:11,2:6]=a_temp[7:11,1]*z[s,]/(1+exp(temp2_new[s])

)+ R[s]#(R[s]-pihat[s])/pihat[s]##2 * z[s,]‘* estc‘ *

tempmat;

a_temp[7:11,7:11]=weight_new[s]#R[s]#z[s,]‘*z[s,];

a_temp[7:11,12:17]=weight_new[s]#R[s]#z[s,]‘*pgamma[s,];

t1=R[s]#(pihat[s]-2*R[s])#(1-pihat[s])#pgamma[

s,]‘*z[s,]/((1+exp(temp2_new[s]))#pihat[s]##3)

;

t2=R[s]#(R[s]-pihat[s])/pihat[s]##2# tempmat;

t3=R[s]#(R[s]-pihat[s])/pihat[s]##2 # pgamma[s

,]‘* estc‘*tempmat;

a_temp[12:17,2:6]= (t1-t2)#(resid_proj[s] - pgamma[s,]*

estc) + t3;

a_temp[12:17, 7:11]= R[s]#(R[s]-pihat[s])/pihat[s]##2 #
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pgamma[s,]‘*z[s,];

a_temp[12:17, 12:17]= R[s]#(R[s]-pihat[s])/

pihat[s]##2 # pgamma[s,]‘*pgamma[s,];

a_temp[18,1]=R[s]#(pihat[s]-1)#resid_proj[s]/pihat[s]##2 -

pgamma[s,]*estc #R[s]#(pihat[s]-1)/pihat[s]##2;

a_temp[18,2:6]=a_temp[18,1]#z[s,]/(1+exp(temp2_new[s]))+ (

R[s]-pihat[s])/pihat[s]* estc‘*tempmat;

a_temp[18,7:11]=(R[s]-pihat[s])/pihat[s]*z[s,];

a_temp[18,12:17]=(R[s]-pihat[s])/pihat[s]*pgamma[s,];

a_temp[18,18]=1;

A_proj=A_proj+a_temp;

end;

A_proj=A_proj/&n;

A_projinv=ginv(A_proj);

V_proj=A_projinv*B_proj*A_projinv‘/&n;

sdproj_temp=sqrt(V_proj[18,18]);

sdproj=sdproj//sdproj_temp;

ciproj_low=mu_tempproj-1.96*sdproj_temp;

ciproj_up=mu_tempproj+1.96*sdproj_temp;

if ciproj_low<210 & 210<ciproj_up then

flag_proj=flag_proj+1;

terminate:

*print "invalid argument for log function";

aucillay=0;

end;

index=index[2:ncol(index)];

pp=sdata[index,];

/* estimated mean from DR estimator*/

muhat=muhat[2:nrow(muhat)];

muhat_tan=muhat_tan[2:nrow(muhat_tan)];

muhat_proj=muhat_proj[2:nrow(muhat_proj)];
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*muhat=muhat[1:1000];

*muhat_tan=muhat_tan[1:1000];

sddr=sddr[2:nrow(sddr)];

sdtan=sdtan[2:nrow(sdtan)];

sdproj=sdproj[2:nrow(sdproj)];

mudata=muhat || muhat_tan || muhat_proj;

cname={"DR" "Tan" "proj"};

create outmu from mudata [colname=cname];

append from mudata;

sddata=sddr||sdtan || sdproj;

create outsd from sddata [colname=cname];

append from sddata;

cover_dr=flag_dr/1000;

cover_tan=flag_tan/1000;

cover_proj=flag_proj/1000;

print cover_dr;

print cover_tan;

print cover_proj;

quit;

proc univariate data=outmu;

run;

data outmu2;

set outmu;

absmuhat=abs(DR-210);

absmutan=abs(Tan-210);

absmuproj=abs(proj-210);

drop DR Tan proj;

run;

proc means data=outmu2 median;
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run;

proc means data=outsd mean;

run;
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SAS CODE FOR CHAPTER 2

/*******************************/

IPW and BR estimator

/******************************/

ods listing close;

proc logistic data=actg2 descending;

model C1=cd40 age wtkg hemo homo drugs karnof z30 preanti race

gender str2 symptom/selection=forward slentry=0.15;

output out=prob1 (drop=_level_) predicted=phat1;

ods output ParameterEstimates=parestc1;

run;

ods listing;

proc sql noprint;

select variable into :parc1 separated by ’ ’

from parestc1 where variable ne ’Intercept’;

quit;

%put &parc1;

ods listing close;

proc logistic data=prob1 descending;

model C2=cd40 cd420 age wtkg hemo homo drugs karnof z30 preanti race

gender str2 symptom /selection=forward slentry=0.15;

output out=prob2 (drop=_level_) predicted=phat2;

ods output ParameterEstimates=parestc2;

run;

ods listing;

proc sql noprint;

select variable into :parc2 separated by ’ ’

from parestc2 where variable ne ’Intercept’;
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quit;

%put &parc2;

ods listing close;

proc logistic data=prob2 descending;

model C3=cd40 cd420 cd440 age wtkg hemo homo drugs karnof z30

preanti race gender str2 symptom/selection=forward slentry=0.15;

output out=prob3 (drop=_level_) predicted=phat3;

ods output ParameterEstimates=parestc3;

run;

ods listing;

proc sql noprint;

select variable into :parc3 separated by ’ ’

from parestc3 where variable ne ’Intercept’;

quit;

%put &parc3;

ods listing close;

proc logistic data=prob3 descending ;

model C4=cd40 cd420 cd440 cd460 age wtkg hemo homo drugs karnof z30

preanti race gender str2 symptom/selection=forward slentry=0.15;

output out=prob4 (drop=_level_) predicted=phat4;

ods output ParameterEstimates=parestc4;

run;

ods listing;

proc sql noprint;

select variable into :parc4 separated by ’ ’

from parestc4 where variable ne ’Intercept’;

quit;

%put &parc4;

data IPW;

set prob4;
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pi_5=(1-phat1)*(1-phat2)*(1-phat3)*(1-phat4);

ipi_5=1/pi_5;

pi_4=(1-phat1)*(1-phat2)*(1-phat3);

ipi_4=1/pi_4;

pi_3=(1-phat1)*(1-phat2);

ipi_3=1/pi_3;

pi_2=(1-phat1);

ipi_2=1/pi_2;

wcd496=cd496/pi_5;

run;

proc means data=IPW sum noprint;

var wcd496;

output out=ipwsum sum=wsum_cd496;

run;

data ipwresults;

set ipwsum;

cd496=500*wsum_cd496/_freq_;

run;

proc iml;

use ipwresults;

read all var{cd496} into mu_ipw;

mu_ipw=mu_ipw/500;

print mu_ipw;

use ipw;

read all var{cd40 cd420 cd440 cd460 cd496 /*1:5*/

C1 C2 C3 C4

/*6:9*/

phat1 phat2 phat3 phat4 pi_2 pi_3 pi_4 pi_5 /*10:17*

/

dis1 dis2 dis4
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/*18:20*/

} /*25:31*/

into fulldata;

test=fulldata[1,];

print test;

y1=fulldata[,1];

y2=fulldata[,2];

y3=fulldata[,3];

y4=fulldata[,4];

y5=fulldata[,5];

/*missingness indicator*/

c1=fulldata[,6];

c2=fulldata[,7];

c3=fulldata[,8];

c4=fulldata[,9];

/*discrete and cumulative hazard function*/

lambda1=fulldata[,10];

lambda2=fulldata[,11];

lambda3=fulldata[,12];

lambda4=fulldata[,13];

k1=fulldata[,14];

k2=fulldata[,15];

k3=fulldata[,16];

k4=fulldata[,17];

dis1=fulldata[,18];

dis2=fulldata[,19];

dis4=fulldata[,20];

n=nrow(y1); /*number of observations*/

a=j(n,1,1);

/*X=fulldata[,21:24];

x2=fulldata[,25:ncol(fulldata)];
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*/

use ipw;

read all var{&parc1} into x_lam1;

read all var{&parc2} into x_lam2;

read all var{&parc3} into x_lam3;

read all var{&parc4} into x_lam4;

x_lam1=a || x_lam1;

x_lam2=a || x_lam2;

x_lam3=a || x_lam3;

x_lam4=a || x_lam4;

p1=ncol(x_lam1);

p2=ncol(x_lam2);

p3=ncol(x_lam3);

p4=ncol(x_lam4);

tp=1+p1+p2+p3+p4;

print tp;

B_n=j(tp,tp,0);

do s=1 to n;

m_temp=j(tp,1,0);

m_temp[1:p1]=(c1[s]-lambda1[s])#x_lam1[s,]‘;

if c1[s]=0 then

m_temp[(p1+1):(p1+p2)]=(c2[s]-lambda2[s])#x_

lam2[s,]‘;

if c2[s]=0 then

m_temp[(p1+p2+1):(p1+p2+p3)]=(c3[s]-lambda3[s])#x_lam3[s

,]‘;

if c3[s]=0 then

m_temp[(p1+p2+p3+1):(tp-1)]=(c4[s]-lambda4[s

])#x_lam4[s,]‘;

m_temp[tp]=(c4[s]=0)*(y5[s]/k4[s]) - mu_ipw;
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B_n=B_n+m_temp*m_temp‘;

end;

B_n=B_n/n;

/*Then we compute the matrix A_n by taking the derivatives of

the m-estimating equations. */

A_n=j(tp,tp,0);

do s=1 to n;

a_temp=j(tp,tp,0);

a_temp[1:p1,1:p1]=lambda1[s]#(1-lambda1[s])#x_lam1[s,]‘*x_

lam1[s,];

if c1[s]=0 then

a_temp[(p1+1):(p1+p2),(p1+1):(p1+p2)]=lambda2[s]#(1-

lambda2[s])#x_lam2[s,]‘*x_lam2[s,];

if c2[s]=0 then

a_temp[(p1+p2+1):(p1+p2+p3),(p1+p2+1):(p1+p2+p3)]=lambda3[

s]#(1-lambda3[s])#x_lam3[s,]‘*x_lam3[s,];

if c3[s]=0 then

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+1):(tp-1),(p1+p2+p3+1):(tp-1)]=lambda4[s

]#(1-lambda4[s])#x_lam4[s,]‘*x_lam4[s,];

if c4[s]=0 then

do;

a_temp[tp,1:p1]=-y5[s]*lambda1[s]/k4[s]*x_lam1[s,];

a_temp[tp,(p1+1):(p1+p2)]=-y5[s]*lambda2[s]/k4[s]*x_

lam2[s,];;

a_temp[tp,(p1+p2+1):(p1+p2+p3)]=-y5[s]*lambda3[s]/k4[

s]*x_lam3[s,];;

a_temp[tp,(p1+p2+p3+1):(tp-1)]=-y5[s]*lambda4[s]/k4[s

]*x_lam4[s,];;

end;

a_temp[tp,tp]=1;
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A_n=A_n+a_temp;

end;

A_n=A_n/n;

A_inv=inv(A_n);

V_n=A_inv*B_n*A_inv‘/n;

sderr=500*sqrt(V_n[tp,tp]);

print sderr;

quit;

ods listing close;

proc reg data=ipw;

model cd496=cd40 cd420 cd440 cd460 wtkg karnof str2 symptom;

ods output ParameterEstimates=parm5;

run;

quit;

ods listing;

*ods trace off;

proc sql noprint;

select variable into :parm5 separated by ’ ’

from parm5 where variable ne ’Intercept’;

quit;

%put &parm5;

ods listing close;

proc reg data=ipw outest=parest5 ;

model cd496=ipi_5 &parm5;

*where c3=0;

output out=ipw2 predicted=h4;

run;

quit;

ods listing;
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ods listing close;

proc reg data=ipw2;

model h4=cd40 cd420 cd440 wtkg karnof str2 symptom ;

ods output ParameterEstimates=parm4;

run;

quit;

ods listing;

proc sql noprint;

select variable into :parm4 separated by ’ ’

from parm4 where variable ne ’Intercept’;

quit;

%put &parm4;

ods listing close;

proc reg data=ipw2 outest=parest4;

model h4=ipi_4 &parm4;

*where c2=0;

output out=ipw3 predicted=h3;

run;

quit;

ods listing;

ods listing close;

proc reg data=ipw3;

model h3=cd40 cd420 wtkg karnof str2 symptom;

ods output ParameterEstimates=parm3;

run;

quit;

ods listing;

proc sql noprint;

select variable into :parm3 separated by ’ ’

from parm3 where variable ne ’Intercept’;
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quit;

%put &parm3;

ods listing close;

proc reg data=ipw3 outest=parest3;

model h3=ipi_3 &parm3;

*where c1=0;

output out=ipw4 predicted=h2;

run;

quit;

ods listing;

ods listing close;

proc reg data=ipw4;

model h2= cd40 wtkg karnof str2 symptom;

ods output ParameterEstimates=parm2;

run;

quit;

ods listing;

proc sql noprint;

select variable into :parm2 separated by ’ ’

from parm2 where variable ne ’Intercept’;

quit;

%put &parm2;

ods listing close;

proc reg data=ipw4 outest=parest2;

model h2=ipi_2 &parm2;

output out=ipw5 predicted=h1;

run;

quit;

ods listing;

proc means data=ipw5 noprint;
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var h1;

output out=meany mean=mu_br;

run;

data meany;

set meany;

mu_br=mu_br*500;

run;

proc print data=meany;

run;

proc iml;

use parest5;

read all var{ipi_5} into coeff5;

use parest4;

read all var{ipi_4} into coeff4;

use parest3;

read all var{ipi_3} into coeff3;

use parest2;

read all var{ipi_2} into coeff2;

use meany;

read all var{mu_br} into mu_br;

mu_br=mu_br/500;

use ipw5;

read all var{cd40 cd420 cd440 cd460 cd496 /*1:5*/

C1 C2 C3 C4

/*6:9*/

phat1 phat2 phat3 phat4 pi_2 pi_3 pi_4 pi_5 /*10:17*

/

ipi_5 ipi_4 ipi_3 ipi_2 /*18:21*

/
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dis1 dis2 dis3 dis4 /*22:25*/

h4 h3 h2 h1 /*26:29*/

} into fulldata;

y1=fulldata[,1]; y2=fulldata[,2]; y3=fulldata[,3]; y4=fulldata[,4]; y5=

fulldata[,5];

n=nrow(y1); /*number of observations*/

a=j(n,1,1);

/*missingness indicator*/

c1=fulldata[,6]; c2=fulldata[,7]; c3=fulldata[,8]; c4=fulldata[,9];

/*discrete and cumulative hazard function*/

lambda1=fulldata[,10]; lambda2=fulldata[,11]; lambda3=fulldata[,12];

lambda4=fulldata[,13];

k1=fulldata[,14]; k2=fulldata[,15]; k3=fulldata[,16]; k4=fulldata[,17];

ipi_5=fulldata[,18]; ipi_4=fulldata[,19]; ipi_3=fulldata[,20]; ipi_2=

fulldata[,21];

h4=fulldata[,26]; h3=fulldata[,27]; h2=fulldata[,28]; h1=fulldata[,29];

use ipw5;

read all var{ &parc1 } into x1;

read all var{ &parc2 } into x2;

read all var{ &parc3 } into x3;

read all var{ &parc4 } into x4;

read all var{ &parm5 } into x5;

read all var{ &parm4 } into x6;

read all var{ &parm3 } into x7;

read all var{ &parm2 } into x8;

x1=a || x1; x2=a || x2;

x3=a || x3; x4=a || x4;

x5=a || ipi_5 || x5; x6=a || ipi_4 || x6;

x7=a || ipi_3 || x7; x8=a || ipi_2 || x8;

p1=ncol(x1); p2=ncol(x2); p3=ncol(x3); p4=ncol(x4);
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p5=ncol(x5); p6=ncol(x6); p7=ncol(x7); p8=ncol(x8);

tp=1+p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+p7+p8;

print tp;

B_n=j(tp,tp,0);

do s=1 to n;

m_temp=j(tp,1,0);

m_temp[1:p1]=(c1[s]-lambda1[s])#x1[s,]‘;

if c1[s]=0 then

m_temp[(p1+1):(p1+p2)]=(c2[s]-lambda2[s])#x2[

s,]‘;

if c2[s]=0 then

m_temp[(p1+p2+1):(p1+p2+p3)]=(c3[s]-lambda3[s])#x3[s,]‘;

if c3[s]=0 then

m_temp[(p1+p2+p3+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4)]=(c4[s]-

lambda4[s])#x4[s,]‘;

if c4[s]=0 then

m_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5)]=(y5[s]-h4[s])#x5

[s,]‘;

if c3[s]=0 then

m_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6)]=(h4[s]-h3[

s])#x6[s,]‘;

if c2[s]=0 then

m_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+p7)]=(h3[

s]-h2[s])#x7[s,]‘;

if c1[s]=0 then

m_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+p7+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+p7+p8)

]=(h2[s]-h1[s])#x8[s,]‘;

m_temp[tp]=h1[s]-mu_br;

B_n=B_n+m_temp*m_temp‘;

end;

B_n=B_n/n;
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/*Then we compute the matrix A_n by taking the derivatives of

the m-estimating equations. */

A_n=j(tp,tp,0);

do s=1 to n;

a_temp=j(tp,tp,0);

a_temp[(1:p1),(1:p1)]=lambda1[s]#(1-lambda1[s])#x1[s,]‘*x1

[s,];

if c1[s]=0 then

a_temp[(p1+1):(p1+p2),(p1+1):(p1+p2)]=lambda2[s]#(1-

lambda2[s])#x2[s,]‘*x2[s,];

if c2[s]=0 then

a_temp[(p1+p2+1):(p1+p2+p3),(p1+p2+1):(p1+p2+p3)]=lambda3[

s]#(1-lambda3[s])#x3[s,]‘*x3[s,];

if c3[s]=0 then

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4),(p1+p2+p3+1):(p1+p2+p3+

p4)]=lambda4[s]#(1-lambda4[s])#x4[s,]‘*x4[s,];

if c4[s]=0 then

do;

mat1=j(ncol(x5), ncol(x1),0);

mat1[2,]=lambda1[s]*x1[s,]*ipi_5[s];

mat2=j(ncol(x5), ncol(x2),0);

mat2[2,]=lambda2[s]*x2[s,]*ipi_5[s];

mat3=j(ncol(x5), ncol(x3),0);

mat3[2,]=lambda3[s]*x3[s,]*ipi_5[s];

mat4=j(ncol(x5), ncol(x4),0);

mat4[2,]=lambda4[s]*x4[s,]*ipi_5[s];

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+
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p5), (1:p1)]=lambda1[s]#coeff5#x5[s

,]‘*x1[s,]*ipi_5[s]-(y5[s]-h4[s])*

mat1;

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5), (p1+1):(p1+

p2)]=lambda2[s]*coeff5*x5[s,]‘*x2[s,]*ipi_5[s]-(y5[s

]-h4[s])*mat2;

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+

p5), (p1+p2+1):(p1+p2+p3)]=lambda3[s]

*coeff5*x5[s,]‘*x3[s,]*ipi_5[s]-(y5[s

]-h4[s])*mat3;

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5), (p1+p2+p3+1)

:(p1+p2+p3+p4)]=lambda4[s]*coeff5*x5[s,]‘*x4[s,]*ipi_

5[s]-(y5[s]-h4[s])*mat4;

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5), (p1+p2+p3+

p4+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5)]=x5[s,]‘*x5[s,];

end;

if c3[s]=0 then

do;

mat1=j(ncol(x6), ncol(x1),0);

mat1[2,]=lambda1[s]*x1[s,]*ipi_4[s];

mat2=j(ncol(x6), ncol(x2),0);

mat2[2,]=lambda2[s]*x2[s,]*ipi_4[s];

mat3=j(ncol(x6), ncol(x3),0);

mat3[2,]=lambda3[s]*x3[s,]*ipi_4[s];

/* mat4=j(ncol(x6), ncol(x4),0);

mat4[2,]=lambda4[s]*x4[s,]*ipi_4[s];

*/

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6), (1:p1)

]=-x6[s,]‘*x1[s,]*lambda1[s]*(coeff5*ipi_5[s]-coeff4*

ipi_4[s])-(h4[s]-h3[s])*mat1;

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6), (p1+1)
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:(p1+p2)]=-x6[s,]‘*x2[s,]*lambda2[s]*(coeff5*ipi_5[s

]-coeff4*ipi_4[s])-(h4[s]-h3[s])*mat2;

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6), (p1+p2

+1):(p1+p2+p3)]=-x6[s,]‘*x3[s,]*lambda3[s]*(coeff5*

ipi_5[s]-coeff4*ipi_4[s])-(h4[s]-h3[s])*mat3;

* a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6), (p1+

p2+p3+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4)]=-x6[s,]‘*x4[s,]*lambda4[s]*(

coeff5*ipi_5[s]-coeff4*ipi_4[s])-(h4[s]-h3[s])*mat4;

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6), (p1+

p2+p3+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4)]=-x6[s,]‘*x4[s,]*lambda4[s]*

coeff5*ipi_5[s];

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6), (p1+p2

+p3+p4+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5)]=-x6[s,]‘*x5[s,];

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6), (p1+p2

+p3+p4+p5+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6)]=x6[s,]‘*x6[s,];

end;

if c2[s]=0 then

do;

mat1=j(ncol(x7), ncol(x1),0);

mat1[2,]=lambda1[s]*x1[s,]*ipi_3[s];

mat2=j(ncol(x7), ncol(x2),0);

mat2[2,]=lambda2[s]*x2[s,]*ipi_3[s];

/* mat3=j(ncol(x7), ncol(x3),0);

mat3[2,]=lambda3[s]*x3[s,]*ipi_3[s];

*/

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+p7),

(1:p1)]=-x7[s,]‘*x1[s,]*lambda1[s]*(coeff4*ipi_4[s]-

coeff3*ipi_3[s])-(h3[s]-h2[s])*mat1;

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+p7),

(p1+1):(p1+p2)]=-x7[s,]‘*x2[s,]*lambda2[s]*(coeff4*

ipi_4[s]-coeff3*ipi_3[s])-(h3[s]-h2[s])*mat2;

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+p7),
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(p1+p2+1):(p1+p2+p3)]=-x7[s,]‘*x3[s,]*lambda3[s]*

coeff4*ipi_4[s];

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+p7),

(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6)]=-x7[s,]‘*x6[s

,];

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+p7),

(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+p7)]=x7[s,]‘

*x7[s,];

end;

if c1[s]=0 then

do;

mat1=j(ncol(x8), ncol(x1),0);

mat1[2,]=lambda1[s]*x1[s,]*ipi_2[s];

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+p7+1):(tp-1), (1:p1)]=-x8[s

,]‘*x1[s,]*lambda1[s]*(coeff3*ipi_3[s]-coeff2*ipi_2[s

])-(h2[s]-h1[s])*mat1;

* a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+p7+1):(tp-1), (p1+1):(p1+

p2)]=-x8[s,]‘*x2[s,]*lambda2[s]*(coeff3*ipi_3[s]-

coeff2*ipi_2[s])-(h2[s]-h1[s])*mat2;

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+p7+1):(tp-1), (p1+1):(p1+p2

)]=-x8[s,]‘*x2[s,]*lambda2[s]*coeff3*ipi_3[s];

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+p7+1):(tp-1), (p1+p2+p3+p4+

p5+p6+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+p7)]=-x8[s,]‘*x7[s,];

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+p7+1):(tp-1), (p1+p2+p3+p4+

p5+p6+p7+1):(tp-1)]=x8[s,]‘*x8[s,];

end;

a_temp[tp, (1:p1)]=-x1[s,]*lambda1[s]*coeff2*ipi_2[s

];

a_temp[tp, (p1+p2+p3+p4+p5+p6+p7+1):(
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tp-1)]=-x8[s,];

a_temp[tp,tp]=1;

A_n=A_n+a_temp;

end;

* print A_n;

A_n=A_n/n;

A_inv=inv(A_n);

V_n=A_inv*B_n*A_inv‘/n;

sderr=500*sqrt(V_n[tp,tp]);

print sderr;

quit;

/*******************************/

Projection estimator

/******************************/

ods listing close;

proc logistic data=actg2 descending;

model C1=cd40 age wtkg hemo homo drugs karnof z30 preanti race

gender str2 symptom/selection=forward slentry=0.15;

output out=prob1 (drop=_level_) predicted=phat1;

ods output ParameterEstimates=parestc1;

run;

ods listing;

proc sql noprint;

select variable into :parc1 separated by ’ ’

from parestc1 where variable ne ’Intercept’;
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quit;

%put &parc1;

ods listing close;

proc logistic data=prob1 descending;

model C2=cd40 cd420 age wtkg hemo homo drugs karnof z30 preanti race

gender str2 symptom /selection=forward slentry=0.15;

output out=prob2 (drop=_level_) predicted=phat2;

ods output ParameterEstimates=parestc2;

run;

ods listing;

proc sql noprint;

select variable into :parc2 separated by ’ ’

from parestc2 where variable ne ’Intercept’;

quit;

%put &parc2;

ods listing close;

proc logistic data=prob2 descending;

model C3=cd40 cd420 cd440 age wtkg hemo homo drugs karnof z30

preanti race gender str2 symptom/selection=forward slentry=0.15;

output out=prob3 (drop=_level_) predicted=phat3;

ods output ParameterEstimates=parestc3;

run;

ods listing;

proc sql noprint;

select variable into :parc3 separated by ’ ’

from parestc3 where variable ne ’Intercept’;

quit;

%put &parc3;

ods listing close;

proc logistic data=prob3 descending;

model C4=cd40 cd420 cd440 cd460 age wtkg hemo homo drugs karnof z30
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preanti race gender str2 symptom/selection=forward slentry=0.15;

output out=prob4 (drop=_level_) predicted=phat4;

ods output ParameterEstimates=parestc4;

run;

ods listing;

proc sql noprint;

select variable into :parc4 separated by ’ ’

from parestc4 where variable ne ’Intercept’;

quit;

%put &parc4;

data IPW;

set prob4;

pi_5=(1-phat1)*(1-phat2)*(1-phat3)*(1-phat4);

ipi_5=1/pi_5;

pi_4=(1-phat1)*(1-phat2)*(1-phat3);

ipi_4=1/pi_4;

pi_3=(1-phat1)*(1-phat2);

ipi_3=1/pi_3;

pi_2=(1-phat1);

ipi_2=1/pi_2;

wcd496=cd496/pi_5;

run;

proc means data=IPW sum noprint;

var wcd496;

output out=ipwsum sum=wsum_cd496;

run;

data ipwresults;

set ipwsum;

cd496=500*wsum_cd496/_freq_;

run;
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proc print data=ipwresults;

run;

proc iml symsize=82920000 WORKSIZE=8292000000;

use ipw;

read all var{cd40 cd420 cd440 cd460 cd496 /*1:5*/

C1 C2 C3 C4

/*6:9*/

phat1 phat2 phat3 phat4 pi_2 pi_3 pi_4 pi_5 /*10:17*

/

dis1 dis2 dis4

/*18:20*/

wtkg karnof oprior symptom

/*21:24*/

age drugs preanti str2 homo hemo race} /*25:31*/

into fulldata;

y1=fulldata[,1];

y2=fulldata[,2];

y3=fulldata[,3];

y4=fulldata[,4];

y5=fulldata[,5];

/*missingness indicator*/

c1=fulldata[,6];

c2=fulldata[,7];

c3=fulldata[,8];

c4=fulldata[,9];

/*discrete and cumulative hazard function*/

lambda1=fulldata[,10];

lambda2=fulldata[,11];

lambda3=fulldata[,12];

lambda4=fulldata[,13];
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k1=fulldata[,14];

k2=fulldata[,15];

k3=fulldata[,16];

k4=fulldata[,17];

n=nrow(y1); /*number of observations*/

a=j(n,1,1);

X=fulldata[,21:22] || fulldata[,28] || fulldata[,24];

p=ncol(X); /*number of columns for X, p=4*/

use ipw;

read all var{ &parc1 } into x_lam1;

read all var{ &parc2 } into x_lam2;

read all var{ &parc3 } into x_lam3;

read all var{ &parc4 } into x_lam4;

x_lam1=a || x_lam1; x_lam2=a || x_lam2;

x_lam3=a || x_lam3; x_lam4=a || x_lam4;

p1=ncol(x_lam1);

p2=ncol(x_lam2);

p3=ncol(x_lam3);

p4=ncol(x_lam4);

tp=6+p+p1+p2+p3+p4; /*mu_alpha0, mu_alpha1, sigma1ˆ2, sigma2ˆ2, sigma12

, sigmaˆ2 */

time={0 1 2 3 4.8};

rindex2=0;
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do i=1 to n;

if c1[i]=0 then rindex2=rindex2//i;

end;

rindex2=rindex2[2:nrow(rindex2),];

rindex3=0;

do i=1 to n;

if c2[i]=0 then rindex3=rindex3//i;

end;

rindex3=rindex3[2:nrow(rindex3),];

rindex4=0;

do i=1 to n;

if c3[i]=0 then rindex4=rindex4//i;

end;

rindex4=rindex4[2:nrow(rindex4),];

y12= y1 || y2;

y123=y1 || y2 || y3;

y1234=y1 || y2 || y3 || y4;

/*define the module for the mean of the whole vector alpha beta y1-y4*/

/*theta=alpha0,beta0,d11,d12,d22,sigmaˆ2,gamma*/

start meanfunc(theta) global(time,x,p,n);

alpha0=theta[1];

beta0=theta[2];

d11=theta[3];

d12=theta[4];

d22=theta[5];

sigma2=theta[6];

gamma1=theta[7:(6+p)];

coeff=0 || 1 || time[1] || time[2] || time[3] || time[4];

coeff2=1 || 0 || 1 || 1 || 1 || 1;
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prod=alpha0*coeff2 + beta0 * coeff;;

sterm=prod;

do i=2 to n;

sterm=sterm//prod;

end;

temp2=x*gamma1; /*n*1 vector*/

fterm=j(n,1,0) || j(n,1,0) || temp2 || temp2 ||temp2 ||temp2

;

mean=fterm+sterm;

return(mean);

finish meanfunc;

start varfunc(theta) global(time, n,p);

alpha0=theta[1];

beta0=theta[2];

d11=theta[3];

d12=theta[4];

d22=theta[5];

sigma2=theta[6];

gamma=theta[7:(6+p)];

coeff=(I(2) || j(2,4,0)) // (j(4,1,1) || time[1:4] || I(4));

variance=j(6,6,0);

variance[1,1]=d11;

variance[1,2]=d12;

variance[2,1]=d12;

variance[2,2]=d22;

variance[3:6,3:6]=sigma2*I(4);

var=coeff*variance*coeff‘;

return(var);

finish varfunc;
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start hfunc(theta) global(time,x,p,n,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5,c1,c2,c3,c4,rindex2,

rindex3,rindex4,y12,y123,y1234);

alpha0=theta[1];

beta0=theta[2];

d11=theta[3];

d12=theta[4];

d22=theta[5];

sigma2=theta[6];

gamma=theta[7:(6+p)];

mean=meanfunc(theta); /*n*6 matrix: mean of alpha beta y1-y4*

/

var=varfunc(theta); /*6*6 matrix*/

fixed=x*gamma;

h1=j(n,1,.);

h2=j(n,1,.);

h3=j(n,1,.);

h4=j(n,1,.);

h1=mean[,1]+(y1-mean[,5])*inv(var[5,5])*var[1,5]‘; /*conditional

mean of y5 given y1*/

temp1=mean[,1:2] + (y1-mean[,3])*inv(var[3,3])*var[3,1:2];

h1=fixed+ temp1*(1//time[5]); /*conditional mean of y5 given y1*

/

temp2=j(n,2,.);

temp2[rindex2,]=mean[rindex2,1:2] + (y12[rindex2,]-mean[rindex2

,3:4])*inv(var[3:4,3:4])*var[3:4,1:2];

h2[rindex2,]=fixed[rindex2,] + temp2[rindex2,]*(1//time[5]);

temp3=j(n,2,.);

temp3[rindex3,]=mean[rindex3,1:2] + (y123[rindex3,]-mean[rindex3

,3:5])*inv(var[3:5,3:5])*var[3:5,1:2];
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h3[rindex3,]=fixed[rindex3,] + temp3[rindex3,]*(1//time[5]);

temp4=j(n,2,.);

temp4[rindex4,]=mean[rindex4,1:2] + (y1234[rindex4,]-mean[rindex4

,3:6])*inv(var[3:6,3:6])*var[3:6,1:2];

h4[rindex4,]=fixed[rindex4,] + temp4[rindex4,]*(1//time[5]);

h=h1 || h2 || h3 || h4;

* print h;

return(h);

finish hfunc;

start htilda(theta) global (time,x,p,tp,p1,p2,p3,p4,n,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5,x2,

lambda1,lambda2,lambda3,lambda4,k1,k2,k3,k4,a,c1,c2,c3,c4,

x_lam1,x_lam2,x_lam3,x_lam4, rindex2,rindex3,rindex4,y12,y123,y1234);

alpha0=theta[1];

beta0=theta[2];

d11=theta[3];

d12=theta[4];

d22=theta[5];

sigma2=theta[6];

gamma=theta[7:(6+p)];

c=theta[(7+p):tp]; /*c is the theta on page 21: lambda1 lambda2

lambda3 lambda4*/

/*define the design matrix for lambda1, lambda2, lambda3,

lambda4*/

delta1=c[1:p1];

delta2=c[(p1+1):(p1+p2)];

delta3=c[(p1+p2+1):(p1+p2+p3)];

delta4=c[(p1+p2+p3+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4)];

h=hfunc(theta[1:(6+p)]);

h1=h[,1];

h2=h[,2];
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h3=h[,3];

h4=h[,4];

h1_tilda=j(n,1,.);

h2_tilda=j(n,1,.);

h3_tilda=j(n,1,.);

h4_tilda=j(n,1,.);

h1_tilda=h1-(1-lambda1)#(x_lam1*delta1);

h2_tilda[rindex2,]=h2[rindex2,]-(1-lambda2[rindex2,])#k1[

rindex2,]#(x_lam2[rindex2,]*delta2);

h3_tilda[rindex3,]=h3[rindex3,]-(1-lambda3[rindex3,])#k2[

rindex3,]#(x_lam3[rindex3,]*delta3);

h4_tilda[rindex4,]=h4[rindex4,]-(1-lambda4[rindex4,])#k3[rindex4

,]#(x_lam4[rindex4,]*delta4);

h_tilda=h1_tilda || h2_tilda || h3_tilda || h4_tilda;

* print htilda;

return(h_tilda);

finish htilda;

/*using numerical derivatives*/

start hder(theta) global(time,x,p,tp,p1,p2,p3,p4,n,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5,x2,

lambda1,lambda2,lambda3,lambda4,k1,k2,k3,k4,a,c1,c2,c3,c4,

x_lam1,x_lam2,x_lam3,x_lam4, rindex2,rindex3,rindex4,y12,y123,y1234);

alpha0=theta[1];

beta0=theta[2];

d11=theta[3];

d12=theta[4];

d22=theta[5];

sigma2=theta[6];

gamma=theta[7:(6+p)];

c=theta[(7+p):tp]; /*c is the theta on page 21: lambda1 lambda2
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lambda3 lambda4*/

theta2=theta[1:(6+p)];

h=hfunc(theta2);

h1=h[,1];

h2=h[,2];

h3=h[,3];

h4=h[,4];

mat=I(6+p);

eps=0.000001;

h1_der=j(n,tp,0);

h2_der=j(n,tp,.);

h3_der=j(n,tp,.);

h4_der=j(n,tp,.);

do i=1 to (6+p);

theta_temp=theta2+eps*mat[i,]‘;

hplus=hfunc(theta_temp);

h1_der[,i]=(hplus[,1]-h1)/eps;

h2_der[,i]=(hplus[,2]-h2)/eps;

h3_der[,i]=(hplus[,3]-h3)/eps;

h4_der[,i]=(hplus[,4]-h4)/eps;

end;

h1_der[,(7+p):(6+p+p1)]=-(1-lambda1)#x_lam1;

h2_der[rindex2,(7+p):tp]=0;

h3_der[rindex3,(7+p):tp]=0;

h4_der[rindex4,(7+p):tp]=0;

h2_der[rindex2,(7+p+p1):(6+p+p1+p2)]=-(1-lambda2[rindex2,])#

k1[rindex2,]#x_lam2[rindex2,];

h3_der[rindex3,(7+p+p1+p2):(6+p+p1+p2+p3)]=-(1-lambda3[rindex3

,])#k2[rindex3,]#x_lam3[rindex3,];
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h4_der[rindex4,((7+p+p1+p2+p3)):tp]=-(1-lambda4[rindex4,])#k3[

rindex4,]#x_lam4[rindex4,];

h_der=h1_der//h2_der//h3_der//h4_der;

* print h_der;

return(h_der);

finish hder;

start objfunc(theta) global(time,x,p,tp,p1,p2,p3,p4,n,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5,x2,

lambda1,lambda2,lambda3,lambda4,k1,k2,k3,k4,a,c1,c2,c3,c4,

x_lam1,x_lam2,x_lam3,x_lam4, rindex2,rindex3,rindex4,y12,y123,y1234);

alpha0=theta[1];

beta0=theta[2];

d11=theta[3];

d12=theta[4];

d22=theta[5];

sigma2=theta[6];

gamma=theta[7:(6+p)];

c=theta[(7+p):tp]; /*c is the theta on page 21: lambda1

lambda2 lambda3 lambda4*/

htilda=htilda(theta);

h1_tilda=htilda[,1];

h2_tilda=htilda[,2];

h3_tilda=htilda[,3];

h4_tilda=htilda[,4];

hder=hder(theta);

h1_der=hder[1:n,];

h2_der=hder[(n+1):(2*n),];

h3_der=hder[(2*n+1):(3*n),];

h4_der=hder[(3*n+1):(4*n),];

object=j(tp,1,0);

do i=1 to n;
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if c1[i]=0 then

do;

temp1=lambda1[i]*h1_der[i,]‘/k1[i];

q1=-temp1/k1[i];

object=object+(1-c1[i])*q1*(h2_tilda[i]-h1_tilda[

i]);

end;

if c2[i]=0 then

do;

temp2=temp1+lambda2[i]*h2_der[i,]‘/k2[i];

q2=-temp2/k2[i];

object=object+(1-c2[i])*q2*(h3_tilda[i]-h2_tilda

[i]);

end;

if c3[i]=0 then

do;

temp3=temp2+lambda3[i]*h3_der[i,]‘/k3[i];

q3=-temp3/k3[i];

object=object+(1-c3[i])*q3*(h4_tilda[i]-h3_tilda

[i]);

end;

if c4[i]=0 then

do;

temp4=temp3+lambda4[i]*h4_der[i,]‘/k4[i];

q4=-temp4/k4[i];

object=object+(1-c4[i])*q4*(y5[i]-h4_tilda[i]);

end;

end;

obj=object‘*object;

obj=log(obj);

return(obj);
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finish objfunc;

start objfunc2(theta) global(time,x,p,tp,p1,p2,p3,p4,n,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5,x2

,lambda1,lambda2,lambda3,lambda4,k1,k2,k3,k4,a,c1,c2,c3,c4,

x_lam1,x_lam2,x_lam3,x_lam4, rindex2,rindex3,rindex4,y12,y123,y1234);

alpha0=theta[1];

beta0=theta[2];

d11=theta[3];

d12=theta[4];

d22=theta[5];

sigma2=theta[6];

gamma=theta[7:(6+p)];

c=theta[(7+p):tp]; /*c is the theta on page 21: lambda1 lambda2

lambda3 lambda4*/

htilda=htilda(theta);

h1_tilda=htilda[,1];

h2_tilda=htilda[,2];

h3_tilda=htilda[,3];

h4_tilda=htilda[,4];

hder=hder(theta);

h1_der=hder[1:n,];

h2_der=hder[(n+1):(2*n),];

h3_der=hder[(2*n+1):(3*n),];

h4_der=hder[(3*n+1):(4*n),];

object=j(tp,1,0);

do i=1 to n;

if c1[i]=0 then

do;

temp1=lambda1[i]*h1_der[i,]‘/k1[i];

q1=-temp1/k1[i];

object=object+(1-c1[i])*q1*(h2_tilda[i]-h1_tilda[

i]);
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end;

if c2[i]=0 then

do;

temp2=temp1+lambda2[i]*h2_der[i,]‘/k2[i];

q2=-temp2/k2[i];

object=object+(1-c2[i])*q2*(h3_tilda[i]-h2_tilda

[i]);

end;

if c3[i]=0 then

do;

temp3=temp2+lambda3[i]*h3_der[i,]‘/k3[i];

q3=-temp3/k3[i];

object=object+(1-c3[i])*q3*(h4_tilda[i]-h3_tilda

[i]);

end;

if c4[i]=0 then

do;

temp4=temp3+lambda4[i]*h4_der[i,]‘/k4[i];

q4=-temp4/k4[i];

object=object+(1-c4[i])*q4*(y5[i]-h4_tilda[i]);

end;

* print object;

end;

return(object);

finish objfunc2;

start obji(theta) global(s,time,x,p,tp,p1,p2,p3,p4,n,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5,x2,

lambda1,lambda2,lambda3,lambda4,k1,k2,k3,k4,a,c1,c2,c3,c4,

x_lam1,x_lam2,x_lam3,x_lam4, rindex2,rindex3,rindex4,y12,y123,y1234,h1_

tilda,h2_tilda,h3_tilda,h4_tilda,h1_der,h2_der,h3_der,h4_der);
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alpha0=theta[1];

beta0=theta[2];

d11=theta[3];

d12=theta[4];

d22=theta[5];

sigma2=theta[6];

gamma=theta[7:(6+p)];

c=theta[(7+p):tp]; /*c is the theta on page 21: lambda1 lambda2

lambda3 lambda4*/

i=s;

object=j(tp,1,0);

if c1[i]=0 then

do;

temp1=lambda1[i]*h1_der[i,]‘/k1[i];

q1=-temp1/k1[i];

object=object+(1-c1[i])*q1*(h2_tilda[i]-h1_tilda[

i]);

end;

if c2[i]=0 then

do;

temp2=temp1+lambda2[i]*h2_der[i,]‘/k2[i];

q2=-temp2/k2[i];

object=object+(1-c2[i])*q2*(h3_tilda[i]-h2_tilda

[i]);

end;

if c3[i]=0 then

do;

temp3=temp2+lambda3[i]*h3_der[i,]‘/k3[i];

q3=-temp3/k3[i];

object=object+(1-c3[i])*q3*(h4_tilda[i]-h3_tilda

[i]);

end;
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if c4[i]=0 then

do;

temp4=temp3+lambda4[i]*h4_der[i,]‘/k4[i];

q4=-temp4/k4[i];

object=object+(1-c4[i])*q4*(y5[i]-h4_tilda[i]);

end;

* print object;

return(object);

finish obji;

*x0=j(tp,1,0);

x0=j(tp,1,0.12);

x0[1:(6+p)]={ 0.5309, -0.00887, 0.03424, 0.004190, 0.001460, 0.03023,

0.03508, 0.2306, -0.09488, -0.07592};

print x0;

nrow=nrow(x0);

print nrow;

optn2=j(1,2,.); optn2[1]=0; optn2[2]=1;

tc=j(1,10,.);

tc[1]=200;

* tc[2]=500;

tc[2]=1000;

call nlpqn(rc,xres,"objfunc",x0,optn2) tc=tc;

/*calculate the estimated mean at the last time point*/

* C: coarsening variable;

C=j(n,1,1);

do i = 1 to n;

if c1[i]=0 then c[i]=2;

if c2[i]=0 then c[i]=3;
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if c3[i]=0 then c[i]=4;

if c4[i]=0 then c[i]=5;

end;

h=hfunc(xres[1:(6+p)]‘);

h1=h[,1]; h2=h[,2]; h3=h[,3]; h4=h[,4];

mkh=0;

mk=0;

do i=1 to n;

temp1=((c[i]=1)-lambda1[i]*(c[i]>=1))/k1[i];

temp2=((c[i]=2)-lambda2[i]*(c[i]>=2))/k2[i];

temp3=((c[i]=3)-lambda3[i]*(c[i]>=3))/k3[i];

temp4=((c[i]=4)-lambda4[i]*(c[i]>=4))/k4[i];

mkh=mkh+temp1*h1[i]+(temp2*h2[i])*(c[i]>=2)+(temp3*h3[i])*(c[i]>=3)+(

temp4*h4[i])*(c[i]>=4);

mk=mk+temp1*(c[i]>=1)+temp2*(c[i]>=2)+temp3*(c[i]>=3)+temp4*(c[i]>

=4);

end;

numfirst=sum(y5/k4);

testipw=numfirst/n;

print testipw;

denfirst=sum((c=5)/k4);

print denfirst;

print mkh mk;

mu=(numfirst+mkh)/(denfirst+mk);

print mu;

tp1=tp+p1+p2+p3+p4+1;

print tp1;

/***********************************

calculate the standard error

***********************************/
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htilda=htilda(xres‘);

h1_tilda=htilda[,1];

h2_tilda=htilda[,2];

h3_tilda=htilda[,3];

h4_tilda=htilda[,4];

hder=hder(xres‘);

h1_der=hder[1:n,];

h2_der=hder[(n+1):(2*n),];

h3_der=hder[(2*n+1):(3*n),];

h4_der=hder[(3*n+1):(4*n),];

B_n=j(tp1,tp1,0);

do s=1 to n;

m_temp=j(tp1,1,0);

m_temp[1:p1]=(c1[s]-lambda1[s])#x_lam1[s,]‘;

if c1[s]=0 then

m_temp[(p1+1):(p1+p2)]=(c2[s]-lambda2[s])#x_

lam2[s,]‘;

if c2[s]=0 then

m_temp[(p1+p2+1):(p1+p2+p3)]=(c3[s]-lambda3[s])#x_lam3[s

,]‘;

if c3[s]=0 then

m_temp[(p1+p2+p3+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4)]=(c4[s]-

lambda4[s])#x_lam4[s,]‘;

m_temp[(p1+p2+p3+p4+1):(tp1-1)]=obji(xres‘);

temp1=((c[s]=1)-lambda1[s]*(c[s]>=1))/k1[s];

temp2=((c[s]=2)-lambda2[s]*(c[s]>=2))/k2[s];

temp3=((c[s]=3)-lambda3[s]*(c[s]>=3))/k3[s];

temp4=((c[s]=4)-lambda4[s]*(c[s]>=4))/k4[s];

mkh=(c[s]>=1)*(temp1*(h1[s]-mu))+(c[s]>=2)*(temp2*(h2[s]-
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mu))+(c[s]>=3)*(temp3*(h3[s]-mu))+(c[s]>=4)*(temp4*(h4[s

]-mu));

m_temp[tp1]=(c[s]=5)*((y5[s]-mu)/k4[s])+mkh;

B_n=B_n+m_temp*m_temp‘;

end;

B_n=B_n/n;

/*Then we compute the matrix A_n by taking the derivatives of

the m-estimating equations. */

eps=1e-6;

mat=I(tp);

der=hder[,1:(6+p)];

A_n=j(tp1,tp1,0);

do s=1 to n;

a_temp=j(tp1,tp1,0);

a_temp[1:p1,1:p1]=lambda1[s]#(1-lambda1[s])#x_lam1[s,]‘*x_

lam1[s,];

if c1[s]=0 then

a_temp[(p1+1):(p1+p2),(p1+1):(p1+p2)]=lambda2[s]#(1-

lambda2[s])#x_lam2[s,]‘*x_lam2[s,];

if c2[s]=0 then

a_temp[(p1+p2+1):(p1+p2+p3),(p1+p2+1):(p1+p2+p3)]=lambda3[

s]#(1-lambda3[s])#x_lam3[s,]‘*x_lam3[s,];

if c3[s]=0 then

a_temp[(p1+p2+p3+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4),(p1+p2+p3+1):(p1+p2+p3+

p4)]=lambda4[s]#(1-lambda4[s])#x_lam4[s,]‘*x_lam4[s,];

mtemp=obji(xres‘);

do u=1 to tp;

x0temp=xres‘+eps*mat[,u];

mtempplus=obji(x0temp);

a_temp[(u+p1+p2+p3+p4),(p1+p2+p3+p4+1)

:(tp1-1)]=-(mtempplus‘-mtemp‘)/eps;
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end;

fterm1=j(1,p1,0);

fterm2=j(1,p2,0);

fterm3=j(1,p3,0);

fterm4=j(1,p4,0);

if c[s]=5 then do;

fterm1=-(c[s]=5)*(y5[s]-mu)*lambda1[s]/k4[

s]*x_lam1[s,];

fterm2=-(c[s]=5)*(y5[s]-mu)*lambda2[s]/k4[s]*x_lam2[s

,];

fterm3=-(c[s]=5)*(y5[s]-mu)*lambda3[s]/k4[s]*x_lam3[s

,];

fterm4=-(c[s]=5)*(y5[s]-mu)*lambda4[s]/k4[s]*x_lam4[s

,];

end;

dm1=((c[s]=1)-lambda1[s]*(c[s]>=1))*(c[s]>=1);

dm2=((c[s]=2)-lambda2[s]*(c[s]>=2))*(c[s]>=2);

dm3=((c[s]=3)-lambda3[s]*(c[s]>=3))*(c[s]>=3);

dm4=((c[s]=4)-lambda4[s]*(c[s]>=4))*(c[s]>=4);

a_temp[tp1,1:p1]=fterm1;

if c[s]>=1 then

a_temp[tp1,1:p1]=a_temp[tp1,1:p1] + ((

c[s]>=1)*(1-lambda1[s])-dm1)*lambda1[s

]*(h1[s]-mu)*x_lam1[s,]/k1[s];

if c[s]>=2 then

a_temp[tp1,1:p1]=a_temp[tp1,1:p1] -

dm2*lambda1[s]*(h2[s]-mu)*x_lam1[s,]/

k2[s];

if c[s]>=3 then

a_temp[tp1,1:p1]=a_temp[tp1,1:p1] -

dm3*lambda1[s]*(h3[s]-mu)*x_lam1[s,]/
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k3[s];

if c[s]>=4 then

a_temp[tp1,1:p1]=a_temp[tp1,1:p1] -

dm4*lambda1[s]*(h4[s]-mu)*x_lam1[s,]/

k4[s];

a_temp[tp1,(p1+1):(p1+p2)]=fterm2;

if c[s]>=2 then

a_temp[tp1,(p1+1):(p1+p2)]=a_temp[tp1,(p1+1):(p1+p2)

] + ((c[s]>=2)*(1-lambda2[s])-dm2)*lambda2[s]*(h2[s

]-mu)*x_lam2[s,]/k2[s];

if c[s]>=3 then

a_temp[tp1,(p1+1):(p1+p2)]=a_temp[tp1,(p1+1):(p1+p2)

] - dm3*lambda2[s]*(h3[s]-mu)*x_lam2[s,]/k3[s];

if c[s]>=4 then

a_temp[tp1,(p1+1):(p1+p2)]=a_temp[tp1,(p1+1):(p1+p2)

] - dm4*lambda2[s]*(h4[s]-mu)*x_lam2[s,]/k4[s];

a_temp[tp1,(p1+p2+1):(p1+p2+p3)]=fterm3;

if c[s]>=3 then

a_temp[tp1,(p1+p2+1):(p1+p2+p3)]=a_temp[tp1,(p1+p2

+1):(p1+p2+p3)] + ((c[s]>=3)*(1-lambda3[s])-dm3)*

lambda3[s]*(h3[s]-mu)*x_lam3[s,]/k3[s];

if c[s]>=4 then

a_temp[tp1,(p1+p2+1):(p1+p2+p3)]=a_temp[tp1,(p1+p2

+1):(p1+p2+p3)] - dm4*lambda3[s]*(h4[s]-mu)*x_lam3

[s,]/k4[s];

a_temp[tp1,(p1+p2+p3+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4)]=fterm4;

if c[s]>=4 then

a_temp[tp1,(p1+p2+p3+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4)]=a_temp[

tp1,(p1+p2+p3+1):(p1+p2+p3+p4)] + ((c[s]>=4)*(1-
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lambda4[s])-dm4)*lambda4[s]*(h4[s]-mu)*x_lam4[s

,]/k4[s];

hder_1=der[s,];

hder_2=der[(s+n),];

hder_3=der[(s+2*n),];

hder_4=der[(s+3*n),];

k1s=(c[s]>=1)*(dm1*hder_1/k1[s]);

k2s=(c[s]>=2)*(dm2*hder_2/k2[s]);

k3s=(c[s]>=3)*(dm3*hder_3/k3[s]);

k4s=(c[s]>=4)*(dm4*hder_4/k4[s]);

a_temp[tp1,(p1+p2+p3+p4+1):tp]=-k1s-k2s-k3s-k4s;

a_temp[tp1,tp1]=1;

A_n=A_n+a_temp;

end;

A_n=A_n/n;

A_inv=ginv(A_n);

V_n=A_inv*B_n*A_inv‘/n;

sderr=sqrt(V_n[tp1,tp1]);

print sderr;

quit;


